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With 
the music jamming
 in the background,
 aerobics instructor
 and psychology 
student  Debora 
Parente,
 takes her troops 
through a 
one hour workout 
in the Event Center
 aerobics room. For
 full story see 
page  3 
Hillel
 
provides  
forum 
for 
unity  
 Jewish 
students 
promote 
tolerance  
and 
understanding
 in 
campus
 
community
 
By 
Christine  M. Liam 
Staff 
Writer 
For the past 
70 years, the 
San 
Jose
 State 
University  
Jewish
 Student 
Union has 
served as 
an
 outlet to the 
Jewish 
community 
on
 campus 
as well as 
provided a forum 
for 
religious
 
protocol.
 
Add 
to that, 
this 
semester's  
inaguration  of 
weekly
 "Hangin' 
with 
the  Jews" 
meetings 
Monday
 nights, 
and the 
campus
 
has an 
organization
 for not 
only 
the 
Jewish  
population  at 
large,  
but 
any  
individual
 interested 
in
 
Judaica,  
co-chair 
Aaron 
Forkash  
said. 
"We've tried 
to create a 
robust,  
happening  
atmosphere
 
that
 shows 
what 
Jewish
 life 
is
 
to 
this 
commuter  
school,"
 
Forkash
 said. 
"Everyone's
 more
 
than  
.velcome,
 even
 if you're
 not 
Jewish.  We 
like to 
think  of 
our-
selves
 as an 
international
 
orga-
nization." 
As 
one  of the oldest 
cultural  
organizations 
on campus, the 
SJSU 
chapter of Hillel. the 
national
 student 
Jewish net-
work,  strives to 
e.ducate  and 
enlighten
 students on 
Judaica.  
"Being Jewish is not just 
a 
religion, it's a culture:
 Forkash 
said. "We embrace
 anything 
Jewish  
food, authors, movie
 
directors, etc." 
Forkash said the 
SJSU Mel
 
began 
shortly after World 
Wart.
 
Historically,
 San 
Jose was a hostile 
environment 
to 
Jews, who repre-
sented a small 
minority in the 
area. Compared
 to 
larger Jewish 
popu-
lations in 
Southern 
California, or even 
San 
Francisco,  being 
Jewish
 in San Jose, 
especially on a col -
hard. For 
example,  if' I want to 
keep Shahbatt, then I shouldn't 
have to 
work  on Saturdays. But 
what  if I have to 
work'."
 
According to 
the Jew ish 
faith, God created the world in 
six days. The sixth day is 
tradi-
tionally 
a holy day, called 
Shabbatt. 
Celebrating 
Shabbatt is just 
  
one  of many 
"We've 
tried  to 
create
 a robust, 
happening
 
atmosphere
 that 
shows 
what  
Jewish
 life 
is..."  
--- Aaron Forkash 
Hillel co-chairman 
lege campus, was challenging. 
Even 
today, Forkash 
described the 
difficulties of 
being Jewish. 
"We live in a white, 
Christian  
world," Forkash said. 
"Yiddishkeit, our Jewishness, is 
.ictivities 
the 
group
 
per -
berms on 
cam 
"We have 
fundraisers,
 
watch movies,
 
hold discus-
sions on cur-
rent events or 
f ai t h," mem-
ber Rachel 
Decker said. 
I/ecker 
gradu-
ated 
from 
SJSU 
in May 
hut still 
enjoys coming 
to
 the group's 
meetings.
 
"From 
age 13 to 30 is an 
awk-
ward time. You've
 already com-
pleted Hebrew school
 and are 
confirmed.
 It's kind of like 
school. You 
just get burned out 
on your faith.- Decker said. 
Monday's meeting sought to 
rekindle that flame. The 15 or 
so 
students 
who attended
 
viewed the Israeli film, "As 
Tears Go By" 
and  ate bagels, 
cucumbers 
and  a variety of 
Kosher foods. 
"It's good to have a connec-
tion. Being 
Jewish will 
always
 
be 
a part
 of 
you. It goes 
beyond 
religion.  It's a 
way
 of life," 
industrial 
design major David 
Naisuler said. 
But according to an old mem-
ber of the &NU chapter of 
the organization 
has  a 
ways
 to go. 
"I grew 
up
 in Michigan, with  
a more traditional
 Jewish back-
ground.-  said graduate. student 
Naftoli 
Pickard.
 -7ellany of these 
people  
don't  speak 
Yiddish 
They  sing 
traditional
 songs, 
that  have 
been  sung 
for
 3,000 
years, in English 
According to co-chair Roland 
Roth, this may be an attempt to 
de-judificate the club and make 
it more accessible to 
non-jewish  
&NIT
 
st
 
indents.
 
"We. are a 
diverse group We 
have gays, straights,
 Russians, 
religlons and not so relignells
 
in 
the club,"  
Roth
 said.
 
Reporter
 retracts SJPD
 
complaint
 
By
 Terri L Milner
 
Managing  Editor 
A 
former
 
Spartan
 
Daily
 
staff
 writer
 has 
retracted
 a 
complaint  
she
 filed 
with San
 
Jose 
Police 
Department
 
Internal 
Affairs 
alleging
 
an 
SJPD sergeant 
pushed  
her
 to 
the ground. 
On Aug. 28, 
Jennie  
Fitzhugh,
 23, filed an 
official
 
report
 with the 
Professional
 
Standards
 and 
Conduct
 
Unit  
charging SJPD 
Sgt. David 
Hewitt with bruising her right
 
arm 
in
 an altercation that took 
place  in downtown San 
Jose.
 
Fitzhugh, 
who had been 
sent to follow up on a tip for 
the Spartan Daily, was at the 
scene of a five-car accident fol-
lowing a police 
pursuit
 on 
Fourth and San Carlos
 streets. 
After
 
interviewing  
witnesses,  
she
 
was 
told by 
an
 SJPD traf-
fic policeman to speak to 
Hewitt,
 
who  was in 
charge of 
the scene. Fitzhugh said that, 
following 
an attempt to ask 
him questions, he told her to 
leave  the area. According to 
Fitzhugh, she told 
Hewitt  that 
because  the area was not
 cor-
doned  off by 
police tape, 
she 
had a legal right IA) be there. 
Fitzhugh
 alleged 
Hewitt  
grabbed her right shoulder 
from 
behind as she 
attempted
 
to 
walk away and, while 
repeatedly 
trying  to push her 
back on the 
sidewalk,  his force 
pushed her to the ground. 
Fitzhugh filed a formal 
complaint
 later that day. 
In a story that ran in the 
Spartan Daily on Aug. 29, 
Fitzhugh
 was quoted as 
say-
ing, "lie's
 just a jerk and he 
has to live with himself every-
day and that's enough satis-
faction
 for me." 
She  was also quoted as say-
ing, "That's the last thing you 
expect when you're working 
See Retraction, page 
10
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Student
 
held
 
without 
bail
 
for 
homicide  
 Man
 accused
 of 
suffocating  
brother; 
family  problems 
possibly
 to blame
 
By Ingrid Perez 
Staff Writer 
A San 
Jose State 
University 
student 
faced a 
judge 
Wednesday
 as the primary
 sus-
pect in the murder
 of his 16 -
year -old 
brother
 in San 
Jose, 
Sept. 15. 
Phu Binh he, 
21, appeared in 
court facing murder
 charges 
against 
his  brother, 
Phouc  Binh 
he. Phu he 
will return 
to
 court 
today  at 8:30 
a.m, at the 
San 
Jose 
Municipal
 Court, depart-
ment 
20
 to enter his 
plea.  Phu 
he is 
currently  being 
held  in the 
Santa  
Clara
 County 
Jail on 
no
-
bail status.
 
Phu he 
was  charged 
with  
suffocating
 Phouc Le 
and leav-
ing
 him dead 
in back of .1 
shop-
ping 
center  on 
1019 East
 
Capitol  
Expressway,  in the 
rear 
eif the Goodwill 
drop-off  trailer 
in east San
 Jose. Phouc 
he,  a 
student at Yerha Buena
 High 
School, was found 
with tape 
covering
 his nose and mouth
 by 
a San 
Jose  family 
dropping  off 
clothes at 
the Goodwill. 
According
 ten
 a SJPD 
press 
release', police. 
responded  to a 
report
 of a possible dead body
 at 
the  shopping 
center
 at approxi-
mately  7:57 p.m.. 
Sept. 15. The 
next 
day,
 police 
notified
 Phonic 
Le's 
family
 about his 
murder.
 
San Jose 
Police  
Officer
 John 
Cantle) said 
the  motive far the 
murder
 seems to 
be
 because of a 
long-time
 
discord  
between
 Phu 
and Phouc 
Le 
over 
family 
issues. 
Details
 
of 
the  
case 
aren't 
settled
 and 
the.  case is 
still 
under 
investigation.  
he.
 
said. 
Cantle  said 
;it the moment,
 
flume: 
Le.  is the only 
.tispect 
Phu IA.
 was taken 
into
 
police
 
custody  Sept. 
Is
 otter 
inter-
viewing 
family members on 
Sept 
16. Sonic family members 
told
 
officer,
 
that 
pheeter
 
he 
receR 
the.  night he was 
TIU: victim 
then 
left with 
friends and 
never returned. 
Mine
 Say It 
IS 
1111,11IA.  who the 
friends were and 
how  
Phu Le 
was
 involved 
Cantle)
 said during iii nter-
See 
Suspect,  
page  10 
Sex  
offenders
 
live near SJSU 
Roy Winkelman 
III Megan's
 Law 
allows
 residents
 to 
protect 
themselves  
from
 ex
-convicts
 
By Ingrid Perez 
Si 
ill Wnter 
Five out of 11 high risk sexu-
al offenders are 
in a 10 -mile 
radius of 
San 
Jose
 State, 
University and two of them just 
recently 
moved within 
twin  
blocks 
of 
campus,
 San 
Jose,
 
Nile(' Officer
 John Carillo  said. 
Roy 
Winkelman
 is a regis-
tered sex offender when 
moved 
into the 100 Block of South
 
Tenth 
street
 and
 
Hector  
Chavez
 
is another who 
moved into the 
500 Block of 
South  Ninth Street 
Both  profiles on 
the offenders 
were 
released to 
campus
 rf'41-
dents this 
week  because of 
Megan's Law.
 The law man-
dates that local law
 enforce-
ment must advise the 
neighbor-
hood if a registered 
sex offender 
moves  into 
the area.
 
Hector  Chavez 
Thirt, 
se ear  old  
Winkelman  
is tect 6 
inches
 
and weighs
 
170
 pounds  lie' was 
convided  in 
San Jose.
 tor 
com-
mitting
 lewd and biscivious
 
acts with
 a child under 1-1 sirs 
old on 
Jan  16. 
1990 According 
to information from a flier dis 
intuited to residents. 
Winkelman has  
been
 
known
 to 
befriend  iind subsequently  
molest 
iiivenile
 
ferrule' 
and 
male  
victims  Ile was released
 
and paroled 
for
 good 
be
 
baner
 
elan
 13, 1995 
Under
 
stipulations
 of his 
parole.
 
Winkelman  cannot have. 
iinv contact 
with childicre under 
the age. of IS 
Viiikelnian's  
parole 
agent. 
Andrew
 Mounts, 
said Winkelman hasn't s whited 
his 
parole
 
"He
 did i.zood when he was in 
prison 
and 
he's
 doing 
well  on 
parole.- 
Mounts   aed 
Chavez
 is a 5 
fUot-six-inch
 
Latino  male 
weighing  260 
pounds.  He was 
convicted for
 
penetration
 of 
genital
 or 
anal
 
openings  by 
a foreign 
or 
See 
Offenders, 
page  10 
Acouple
 of days
 ago, 
as I 
I 
believe
 
the 
two 
incidents.
 
(Ain
 
c --I hem 
took
  
the bus to 
the  
several
 dav s and hundreds
 
of 
selves
 ' I 
low  finely 
park
-and
-ride  lot 
near 
miles 
apart,
 
represent
 
the 
are  the 
lines 
drawn  
Spartan Stadium . 
all 
three  
same  
injustice
 
that is 
becom-  
between
 art 
and 
p:irking garages on 
campus
 
ing
 
increasingly
 
centurion:  
sup-
 
vandalism?
 
k 
ire  
full AGAIN 
,. I 
watched  
pression
 of free 
expression  
True. 
most  graffi-
a,-  some 
workers 
repainted 
a 
We live
 in a 
country 
where ti 
may 
be 
construed
 
dilapidated
 
building  
with  
grief-  
the
 First 
Amendment
 
guaran-
 in a 
negative
 light
 
tin 
on it  
tees
 us 
the  
rights
 of 
free  
Yes,
 the 
message,.
 
Shortly after 
that, 
1 read 
speech
 
and 
press.
 Most 
can he 
obscene 
and 
about  it in
 in 
Venice Beach
 
Americans
 feel 
that  artists 
are. the 
mark  of a 
gang's 
that 
the city 
had  
draped
 with a 
relatively
 free.
 to 
create  
their  
"tag."
 Urban
 bust- 
CHRISTINE  
NI UPS
 ARE 
artists)
 is 
bliick 
chide. The 
mural,
 
paint-
 
"fancy,"
 
without  
the 
t lire' its lir III'S
 S 
owners may
 
akin
 to 
censorship,  
ed
 by a 
member 
of an 
inner-  
retaliation  
by a 
totieht 
aria
 n feel
 thi,y 
are. losing
 revenue
 
illustrating  
that 
these  
artists
 
city 
art
 
group.
 depicted
 a pig, 
dictator
 
due 
to graffiti,
 which is 
often are 
not entitled
 to same 
rights 
dressed
 in 
police  
attire,
 beat- 
But 
in America.
 how 
freely 
identified  
iis a sign
 
eel 
a 
"Night-
 of 
expression  
as the 
rest  of 
us.
 
Mg
 a 
graffiti  
artint
 
can 
inner-city 
graffiti 
artists  
eci"
 area 
Anti yes, 
graffiti 
Are 
we
 simply 
afraid 
of
 
Editorial 
Li
 ones:I% is the best policy. 
The Spartan Daily is 
ittetting a crash course in an old 
cliche. 
demi], 
Fitzhugh, a former 
Spartan
 Daily staff 
writer. tiled a 
claim  against Sgt. David 
Hewitt of the 
San 
Jose
 Police Department 
on
 Aug. 2$. Fitzhugh 
.1ccusetil 
Hewitt  of pushing 
her
 to the ground 
while  
covering  
a story. 
Empathy was 
high for Fitzhugh,
 who returned 
to
 
the. 
newsroom  with a large 
red  welt on her arm 
No 
journalist  wants to 
know  that such 
things  can 
happen when
 you go out tee cover a 
story  But at the 
-t,ame.
 time., we realized 
the newsworthiness
 of what 
Ii lit 1,11ege.illy
 
taken
 place. 
NO editor can be expected 
to be. omniscient We 
must  trust 
our writers
 
Ingrid 
Perez1s
 story of 
the  complaint
 
appeared  
the next day
 While. the 
campus  
community
 was 
reading
 if
 the
 incident, 
Fitzhugh  was at 
the  police 
station
 recanting her 
story She. now 
claims that she 
tlitesnY  
remember  how she ended 
up 
on
 the
 
ground  
No 
idle  
informed
 the Daily of 
this 
development  tint I 
Tuesday
 thre 4. weeks 
after  the t, netFitzhugh 
says 
-he was 
embarrassed
 to admit 
that  she didn't 
know
 
w !tat 
happened  - too 
embarrassed
 to say anything 
ivell whiPII a related 
editorial  appeared in the 
paptir
 
ElIlliarrilSSnInnt
 IS 
not  an 
excuse..  
Not  when pi.,,
 
ple's reputations are at stake.
 The Spartan Daily,  its 
editors :end 
Hewitt  were all thrown
 into this 
tree' --
ad left
 to spin. 
Filing a 
police report meant
 
I ItiWite, 
half to 
be
 
notified.
 an 
investigation 
was set 
into
 
motion and a mark went on his permanent
 
record  It 
.t1 -it meant the Daily would 
cover 
the. story 
I .ticertairity 
drove  Fitzhugh hack 
to the police sta 
ccc 
Thiet same uncertainty 
should have 
directisl  
er to the Spartan
 Daily to inform editors 
that  she 
,d 
changed
 her 
story We deserved to 
know
 
what  
going
 on, especially since we. 
were
 still imitating 
,lers
 under the assumption that 
nothing  had 
, 1, 
uwed
 
Corning
 
to editors and  explaining 
things would 
have pre-empted the 
editorial  that ran on Sept. 11 
Keeping the information
 to herself. 
Fitzhugh 
tet 
tinted to class and even talked 
about 
the 
incident  
Editors. writers 
and advisors were unavvare that 
Fitzhugh was unsure of her 
story  en the least 
Dotibt, or any sign of it from Fitzhugh. would 
1,dve prevented
 us from taking such 
a hard-line
 
Lon I' 
Arriiii,t  
['Mitt  
1 meth 1: at the essence of 
what
 we do without 
tvalung. 
How can we expect 
anyone to tree,t the. name 
.tinartan
 
Daily"  if 
WI. don't get our
 facts straight' 
Even though
 Fitzhugh is fill longer 
on staff, the. 
-4iiartan
 Daily still has to deal 
with
 the fallout of 
her 
,t1;e1
 
accusation.
 
Don't get us wrong
 We're
 
net saying that 
Fitzhugh 
shouldn't
 have taken back her statement
 
list 
tee SaVI tIS the hassle. If she. truly 
doesn't 
remember 
what
 happened then she. did the. right
 
thing 
icy
 recanting her
 story Wit just wish she had
 
out some 
more
 thought into it before 
she. set the. 
-.bole thing in niotion. 
A newspaper's job is 
to present the facts 
Oct
 
el rril ate 
or
 
exaggerate
 them. People 
have.  said in 
t he past 
that
 the Daily is  a 
class  and 
that
 we.
 Sliniii 
.11111Ii, Ilia kf mistakes
 is understandable. 
It 
would  
be 
easy
 to fall hack on 
the, old 
"Hey.  
We're only Students" excuse, hut it won't wash this 
time.
 
Lies, exaggerations and 
omissions  have no place. 
in legitimate journalism 
Young reporters are bound to make mistakes, but 
letI
 ing them  go 
unchecked
 for almost a 
month
 
is 
,Inacillotable
 and cannot be 
excused.
 
Ica  
ErnployrOnt
 
Opportuna,;
 
r_All
 
I-
 
8(Pj
 
")i-V\F
 
VhluT.,71
 
tbk. 
Stereotypes
 in 
SPARTAN
 DAILY 
In
 
America's  ethnic commu-
nities there are 
slogans and 
sayings aligned
 with individ-
ual communities
 by people out-
side 
of that community  
"Black is beautiful"
 and "Viva la 
lanythingl"
 
tee name 
two.
 
Slowly but surely, in true 
capitalist  tradition, a few 
more
 
are being injected into the eth-
nic vernacular 
such  as: "Es el 
rey de cervezas" and, 
in the 
immortal words of Billy Dee 
Williams, "Don't let the smooth 
taste fool you." 
Both are beer slogans aimed 
NOW 
HIRNG
 
DRIVERS 
( 
I 
OPINION
 
Page  
2 
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Censoring
 
graffiti
 
artists
 
violation
 
of
 
First 
Amendment
 
artists
 do 
some- 
something?
 Do 
we
 
fear
 
allow-
 Los
 
Angeles  
in court,  
times 
damage
 
pri-
 ing 
minority,
 
inner-city
 youth
 
According
 to 
the 
artist's
 
vate
 
property,  
to 
have  an 
outlet
 for the
 frus-
 
claims,
 
under 
the 
Federal
 
which they 
should 
tration
 
with society
 
that
 
they
 
Visual  
Artist 
Rights Act
 no 
not 
be 
allowed
 to 
may feel?
 
display
 of 
public 
art 
may  be 
do. 
I see 
several
 
"masterpieces"
 
altered.
 
On
 the 
other
 every
 day 
along 
Highway
 87 in 
City  
governments
 and 
local 
hand,  
covering  
up 
the 
morning  
and 
along  
South  
businesses
 
should
 
adhere  
to 
the
 work 
of 
graffiti  
First  
Street  
during  
my
 coffee
 the
 same 
principles
 
of
 liberty
 
artists 
t we 
must
 not 
break.
 I don't
 see 
blight.  I 
see 
our  
great
 country
 was 
founded 
forget
 
that
 some
 
talent,  
color  and 
texture;
 I see 
on. 
We
 must 
remind 
ourselves
 
an 
attempt
 to 
depict  
history  
that 
the 
First  
Amendment
 
and 
culture,
 
especially  
our 
belongs  
tee ALL 
of us, 
including
 
city's  rich 
Chicano
 
heritage,
 
graffiti
 artists.
 
Currently,  
the
 Venice
 Beach 
artist
 whose
 work 
is being 
cen-
sored 
is 
challenging
 
the city 
of 
y 
ris6
 
ef* 
40 -ounce 
bottles 
at the 
ever-expanding
 minority 
market. With the help of image -minded mar-
keters
 and hip -hop "puppets," the alcohol 
industry, more specifically the malt liquor 
industry, will not only have minorities pledg-
ing allegiance to their products but believing it 
is who  they are as well. 
Outside of bearing witness tee 
ads with 
minorities in their crossfutirs, this whole plot 
really hit home upon walking into a mall and 
seeing T-shirts designed with the young, 40 -
ounce -gulping Latino in mind. Silk-screened 
shirts with cartoon 
"vatos" in serious need of 
belts throwing
 back 40s,
 a bottle of 
Olde
 
English 800 
being poured on a tombstone with 
the heading, "This one's for the hornies," and, 
of course, the lowrider downing a 
4(1
 in the 
front seat of an Impala were all 
displayed  for 
purchase.
 
Being a beer 
drinker  is one thing, but incor-
porating it into your fashion
 statement and 
ethnic 
identity  is another. 
Beyond not
 saying much for the character of 
the individual, or 
should  I say sheep, who 
would buy into such a duping,
 it doesn't help in 
the effort to emancipate
 ourselves from stereo -
One Washington 
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typical images, especially those 
that relate to alcohol consump-
tion. Instead of 
the boracho 
under the sombrero, we can now 
be seen as the vato under the 
eight ball. Is this an improve-
ment?
 
If the social ramifications of 
maligned cultural images aren't 
real enough, a look at the num-
bers may give the situation a bit 
more 
color.  
According
 to beer industry 
reports, African 
Americans
 con-
sume 28 percent of all malt liquor 
purchased  in the United States. 
This is an obvious indicator that 
image marketing using African 
American  
celebrities and hip -hop
 artists is working. And, 
as
 Hispanic tastes change generationally from 
more traditional to the 
mainstream,
 the ad 
campaigns
 are killing two birds with one stone. 
Even more alarming are the statistics pub-
lished in a 1997 Metro article regarding alco-
hol -related deaths in the Mexican American 
community. Only 2 percent of white 
and 
African American deaths occur in bars, while 
12 percent of 
Mexican
 Americans die in such 
establishments. 
Since the 1960s and 1970s, racially dis-
tasteful media ploys like the Frito Lay's "Frito 
Bandito" and Disney's "PAC the Wetback Dog" 
have ebbed. Unfortunately,
 big money is still 
involved, and minority youth is ripe for the 
picking; only the means to the same end have 
changed.
 
Contrary to what Billy 
Dee says, it's not 
the smooth taste that's trying to fool you. 
,Junes S. Gunsalus is Pnaduction
 Editor of the 
Spartan Daily. 
His  column appears every 
Thursday.
 
Christine  M. 
Lias
 is a 
Spartan  Daily 
Staff Writer.
 
Sports
 
fans
 
must
 
fight
 
back
 
against
 
higher
 
ticket
 
prices
 
As
 
a society,
 we 
are 
swiftly  
moving  
toward
 
the 
great 
sports 
overlap 
of 1997.
 What
 is 
flee- great
 sports
 
overlap
 you 
ask? 
Well 
every 
fall you 
can 
watch  
professional
 
sports
 
until 
your 
eyes
 pop 
out. You
 can 
watch  a 
baseball  
game,  a 
bas-
ketball
 game, 
a !'dot -
ball 
game,  a 
hockey 
game  
and  
now,
 you 
can 
watch 
soccer 
games.
 
Lately, 
sports fans 
leave 
been 
complain-
ing about 
how much 
ADAM 
BILLINGTON
 
a 
player  
makes  and 
how 
much 
tickets
 cost. 
Something  
needs to 
be
 
done 
about  
both
 of these 
issues...
 
You hear 
complaints  
about 
Michael
 Jordan's
 
new salary,
 reported 
to be 
somewhere
 in 
the  
neighborhood
 of $33 
million  this 
year.  That 
seems 
like a lot of 
money.  But if you 
think of all 
the 
money he brings
 to the 
Chicago
 Bulls orga-
nization 
simply  for 
"playing  the 
game,"  he's 
probably
 worth just 
about  that 
much
 to the 
franchise.  
There 
leave  also been 
complaints  about the 
expense of 
tickets to 
professional  
sporting
 
events. 
Both 
the 
Golden State Warriors and the 
San  Jose Sharks, 
who
 had pitiful seasons
 last 
year,  raised 
their
 ticket prices 
substantially. 
Here's 
the deal: the owners
 think they can 
charge any 
amount  of money 
they
 choose, 
because they assume 
that we, being the "mind-
less" fans 
that we are, will 
pay  almost any 
amount  to watch a 
team play. 
There's only 
one solution to this 
problem. A 
fan "union."
 
The 
players
 have a union
 they can turn 
to 
when they feel 
things
 aren't fair. The 
owners 
have a club 
they  can stick 
with
 to make 
sure -
that everything
 is fair for them. 
Hell, even the 
officials have a 
union to make sure 
that they're 
not getting taken 
advantage of. 
You
 can leave a lock
-out, a walk -out, 
and 
have
 scab refs all 
at the flip of a 
coin.  
We as fans
 need to form some 
type of a union 
to drive ticket prices 
low enough that a fancily 
can enjoy the day at 
the. ballpark, instead 
of in 
front of the 
television.  
As fans, we have) the 
power to determine the 
players' 
salaries.
 We also leave the power
 to 
determine ticket
 prices. In a sense, we 
already
 
determine these salaries; we 
just set the limits 
too high. It's time to 
bring the cost of profes-
sional sports back down to Earth. 
Just 
imagine
 Al Davis or Eddie DeBartolo 
squirming in 
their  seats as the kickoff looms 
minutes away, and no 
one  is in the stands 
because of a fan "walk -out." 
Adam Billington is a Spartan Daily Staff 
Writer.  
Principles
 
behind  
UPS  and
 BART
 strikes
 
differ
 
The
 close. 
timing of the
 recent 
['tilted  Parcel 
Service strike
 
i  end Bay 
Area Rapid 
Transit 
strike
 hies caused 
some people 
tee 
I 
ump  the twee 
together.
 
While)  there 
are  a few 
similarities,  
there are 
more  diffi.rences 
between  
the 
twee strike's. 
These differences
 
have been 
overlooked  by the 
commu-
nity and possibly 
even
 the Spartan 
Daily,  
The Daily's
 editors wrote in the 
Sept 16 
editorial  "Apparently 
taking  
their cue. 
from  the United 
Parcel 
Service  workers 
who went on 
strike  
last month and 
inconvenienced 
a 
nation,
 BART employees
 saw the 
same 
opportunity  tee put 
the public in 
a quandary
 and be assured
 that their 
demands  would 
be met." 
The UPS strike 
did inconvenience 
the 
nation  for a couple of 
weeks in 
early August,
 but the 180,000 
Teamsters  workers
 were striking for
 
a good reason.
 The
 bottom
 
line 
in the 
UPS
 strike is 
that the. 
company 
heed  
taken  so 
much,  the 
workers  were 
backed  into 
a corner 
and  finally 
had 
tee
 stand up 
for  themselves.
 
Fifty to 60 
percent of 
UPS'  employ-
ees  are 
part-timers
 who 
are lucky tee 
pick  up 24 hours
 during the 
week  and 
are  guaranteed 
only three) 
hours  a 
day. 
They also do 
not receive 
any  ben-
efits.
 It was time 
for the 
Teamsters
 tee 
stand up 
to the owners 
and managers.
 
On 
the other hand,
 BART union 
workers
 were already 
well
-paid before 
they went 
on
 strike and will 
continue  
to 
make
 good salaries. The 
San  
Francisco Chronicle 
reported  that 227 
BART union 
workers made 
at least 
$70,00() last year. 
But 
employees
 weren't
 
satisfied  
with an offer fer a 
three percent raise. 
Instead, they 
demanded  an extra five 
to
 six percent. In 
contrast,  UPS work-
ers will 
receive only an extra 
two per-
cent.  
Money  was not 
the issue 
with  the 
UPS 
workers. The 
new  five-year 
con-
tract calls for 
10,000
 part-time jobs
 tee 
be
 moved to 
full-time  hours 
and 
allows 
the workers
 to 
maintain
 ade-
quate 
pensions
 and 
health
 care plans.
 
It 
also  calls for
 much 
less
 subcon-
tracting,  a 
benefit  to 
employees  who 
would 
like the 
hours  and 
money.  
While  
businesses  
can forget
 the 
twee  weeks
 without
 much 
UPS 
service,  
no one 
should 
forget 
the 
principles  
behind 
the strike.
 There 
was a 
great  
deal 
more 
at
 stake 
in the 
UPS 
strike  
than in 
the BART 
strike.. 
The UPS 
employees
 showed 
that 
working  
class  
Americans
 still 
have 
some
 
power.
 The 
settlement
 is 
some-
thing
 we can
 all be 
proud 
of.  On the
 
other
 hand, 
what did 
the BART
 strike 
really
 prove? 
Steve
 Logan
 
Electrical
 
Engineering
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Dorms  filled to 
capacity 
for
 
first 
time
 in six years 
 
Campus  
housing
 
reaps  benefits of 
outreach
 programs, 
baby
 boomers' kids 
By John 
Meyer 
StatT 
Writer  
No 
vacancy.  
For 
the  first time since 
fall
 
1991 the 
San Jose State 
University residence 
halls  are 
The number of 
students  liv-
ing in the residence
 halls has 
increased  from 
approximately  
1,391 in fall
 1996 to 1,704 
in fall 
1997,  according to 
the SJSU 
housing services. 
SJSU  
housing
 services 
esti-
mates 
that
 there 
has  
been a 
30 percent    
increase of 
freshmen 
and a 33 
percent 
increase
 of 
transfer
 
students
 living in 
the 
residence  
halls  this 
year 
compared  
to 
1996. 
There are seven res-
idence  halls. Joe West 
Hall is a 
white,  12 -
floor high rise. 
It is 
flanked
 by six 
three-
story, red brick 
halls  
(three 
on each side), 
Hoover, 
Royce. 
Washburn. 
Moulder,  
idence  halls is an indication of 
the 
program's  success in 
recruiting
 more students to the 
campus.  
"(The residence 
halls being 
full) 
go hand -in -hand with 
increased
 numbers of students
 
who have 
enrolled at the uni-
versity," Gonzalez said. 
Gonzalez said the
 program 
services mostly
 counties that 
are close to 
SJSU
 because the 
university is a 
commuter 
school. 
However,  he also said 
the program is 
trying to step 
outside of the 
traditional local 
counties and 
recruit in other 
parts of 
California.  
"We are trying 
to see what 
kind
 of response we get 
in
 terms 
of making SJSU 
more visible 
(statewide), instead of 
just 
and
 $825 for a two
 bedroom. 
Bay 
Rentals is a 
service
 that 
helps  people find a 
place  to live 
based on their needs and where 
they want
 to live. 
The SJSU 
residence hall 
costs range 
from $5,306 to 
$6,786 for a year, depending
 on 
meal plan
 and room type. 
According  to housing services, 
the fees cover the fall and 
spring semesters and can be 
paid in installments. That 
would break down to $590 to 
$754 per month in a nine -
month school year. 
"The reality of when you live 
in the residence halls is that all 
your costs are fixed," Moran 
said. 
"You  have everything fold-
ed 
into one price, which takes 
care of rent, food, electricity
 and 
other special conve-
niences 
of living on 
"The 
economy  in 
the
 area is 
booming.
 It is 
supply
 and 
demand.
 The demand 
for rental 
housing
 is way up 
and rent 
prices 
off campus are 
going  
up... 
Fr
 
 
Meredith  
Moran,
 
University
 Housing Services 
Markham
 a ml Allen 
halls. 
The residence
 
halls 
have  single, double 
and 
super 
singles  (a 
double
 occu-
pancy 
room
 used by one
 person ) 
and double
 occupancy 
rooms, 
according to 
the Annual
 
Student 
llousing  
License
 
Agreement
 
put  out by the  
SeISIT
 
housing 
services. 
5.151.1
 
Enrollment
 Services 
report  an overall 
estimated
 
increase 
of 16 percent in fresh-
men and 6 
percent in 
transfer  
students
 at 
SJSU. 
The 
Institutional 
Research 
Center  is expecting a signifi 
cant growth
 in tlw overall stu-
dent pupil lat ion, especially 
freshmen, 
when its  fall 1997 
enrollment  
report  conies out on 
Oct.1. 
Meredith
 Moran, assistant
 
director of 
administrative  and 
financial
 
operat  ions of the 
University 
Housing
 Services, 
said the
 resideiice 
halls  are 
filled 
because
 of a 
combinat
 ion 
of three reasons:
 5..1Strs new 
student 
outreach  and 
recruit
 
merit
 programs,
 the 
booming
 
economy
 and baby 
boomers hit 
ting the campus. 
Pedro  Gonzalez, 
director of 
student 
outreach and 
recruit
 
merit, said the 
filling of the 
res-
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counties we have 
here,"  
Gonzalez said. "We have com-
petition with the other 
California State 
Universities  
and the Universities of 
California. We want anyone in 
the state who 
is looking for a 
college to know 
SJSU is one of 
the most viable campuses
 in the 
at ate." 
Moran  said there has been 
an increased outreach to stu-
dents  in Southern California, 
and those 
students  outside of 
the local area are going to 
need
 
housing. 
Moran thinks convenience 
and economic reasons are 
con-
tributing to the increase in the 
residence halls. 
"The economy in the area 
is
 
booming," Moran said. 
"It is 
S upply and demand. The 
demand for rental housing
 is  
way up and rent prices off 
cam-
pus are going up, so university 
housing competes well with the 
outside 
market."
 
Guy Brame, a 
salesman for 
Bay 
Rentals, estimates the 
monthly rates for apartments in 
San
 Jose 
average  
$750  for a stu-
dio, $750-825 for a one bedroom 
campus like worrying 
about transportation." 
Moran said living 
off campus isn't always 
as cheap as a 
student  
may think. 
"Often times stu-
dents are fooled into 
thinking 
that living off 
campus will be cheap-
er, but then 
they  find 
that they're eating con-
venience food, which is 
expensive, paying for 
parking and trans-
portation, in sonic 
shape or form." 
Some students, however, live 
in the residence halls for social 
reasons. 
"Freshmen don't want to go 
live in 
apartments,"
 said Cathy 
Sutton, a freshman journalism 
major from Los Angeles. "They 
want to live in the residence 
halls and meet new people." 
"The 
residence  halls are 
great  because of the diverse cul-
tures," said 
Jeff Kendrick, an 
aviation 
major  from the Tahoe 
area. "It is very exciting 
because where I'm from every-
body is from 
the same culture." 
However, the social reasons 
are why some 
students move 
out.
 
"I didn't return to the resi-
dence halls because I 
wanted  to 
get sonic sleep and 
get my 
homework done," 
said Vijay 
Jegan,  a computer science 
major who moved 
out into an 
apartment in Sari Jose. 
Another reason the resi-
dence halls are filled and 
over-
all enrollment is 
increasing  is 
because 
the first waves of baby 
boomer 
children are invading 
the campus, Moran 
said.  
See 
Residence,
 page 5 
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Students
 play 
follow 
the 
leader
 as 
Debora 
Parente
 leads 
them 
through  
a
 
Hi/Lo 
aerobics
 
workout
 that 
is part 
of
 the AS 
recreation
 
program
 
here
 on 
campus.  
Students  get 
fit
 for 'free' 
Spartan Daily Staff Report 
All San Jose State 
University 
students have already taken 
the first 
step  to becoming fit 
and most are not even aware 
they have
 done so. 
Last year, the Associated 
Students Campus 
Recreation  
Department 
began  to tack on a 
$6 addition to student registra-
tion kes,  
eliminating
 costly
 par-
ticipation fees. 
The fee is similar to the 
$17.50 transportation fee stu-
dents pay now
 kr public trans-
portation in that it allows stu-
dents  to use the services firr 
"free" with a valid transporta-
tion card. 
Prior to the recreation fei,.  
students
 had 
to pay 
upwards
 of 
$30 to participate in a 
16 -week 
avrobic program 
Nose
 ;d1 a ,t1I-
dent has to do is sign up at the 
Associated Student Business
 
Office located 
in the Student 
Union.
 
The campus recreation 
department offers nine 
differ -
cot fitness classes which 
include 
seater fitness. cardiovas-
cular
 and abdominal 
classes  
The department is 
also current-
ly 
offering
 
volleyball and flag 
football
 in its intramural sports 
program and is running open 
recreation programs in volley-
ball, basketball and 
had
 
Department manager Mitch 
Oartenherg estimates that 
there are 
over ts00 students
 cur-
rently enrolled in the nine fit-
ness
 programs 
Carteriberg also
 said this 
year's enrollment is up 100 par-
ticipants from last year's fall 
program.  
The 
credit  
for  
the 
increase
 in 
fitness class enrollment may 
not be entirely because of the 
elimination of 
the 
pay-as-you-go
 
system. It also may have to do 
with 
the  program's publicity 
campaign 
"We 
went for 
better
 publici-
ty: 
Gartenberg 
said "Now we 
have 
a 
handbook
 
which  we sent 
out to all the students instead of 
a pamphlet. We also went out to 
Welcome
 Day and new 
student 
orientation to give 
out 
hand-
books to 
try to get 
the.  word 
out
 
en berg also conceded the 
upped interest could be the 
increase in 
SJS1''s
 enridlment. 
See 
Fitness,
 page 5 
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Dons dust
 SJSU, 
3-2  
 Men's 
soccer:
 
USE
 
uses 
Spartans  
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hosts in 
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Spartan 
forward  Eduardo Martinez 
and midfielder Brandon 
Snyder race past 
USE
 
midfielder  Per 
Christian 
Larsen,  who is a transfer 
student
 from Bergan, Norway, 
during
 SJSU's brief rally in the 
second  
half of Tuesday's game. USF topped the Spartans 3-2. 
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been bitten 
by Albert 
That came in 1993, when 
Albert invited 
her to a party he 
said he v.iis having with the 
Knicks in his Miami hotel 
room. 
When she arrived, there was no 
one else there but 
Albert.
 
"We 
were  drinking wine and 
talking, and he started asking 
me weird sexual
 questions: 
Masden  said. A moment later, 
she said. Albert leaned over and 
kissed her and hit 
her on the 
lower hp. "Ile asked tile wits 
interested in a menage a trios: 
specifically, three-way sex with 
another man. 
He also asked for oral sex 
and she refused. Then, he 
kissed her on the neck and 
the 
k7.-- 
turned  into a bite, she said. 
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W01.11d
 
be 
attending
 
the 
party,
 
she abruptly left. 
Masden 
actually told 
her 
story 
twice. the 
first  
time  out-
side the presence
 of
 
the jury, 
touching  off a 
furious  battle 
over whether 
her testimony 
should be 
admitted.  Albert's 
attorneys
 called it 
irrelevant,
 
but 
the judge
 
agreed with 
pros-
ecutors that it 
was  important 
because it mirrors the charges 
on which Albert is now on trial. 
A 42 -year -old 
woman said 
Albert,
 furious when she failed 
to recruit another man 
for  a 
sexual 
threesome,
 threw her 
iinto
 the bed in an Arlington 
hotel room Feb. 12, bit her 
severely  on the back and fbrced 
her to perform oral sex on him 
Throughout the day's testi-
mony, the jurors watched 
close-
ly with serious faces. The only 
laughter in the courtroom came 
during cross-examination, when 
defense  attorney Roy Black sug-
gested Masden concocted 
her 
story from news reports about 
Albert's case, and even learned 
he had a hairpiece from the 
media. 
"No, I've 
known  that for years 
that 
he
 wore a 
toupee
 
..."  she 
said.
 
Black interrupted 
her: 
"Because. you read it in 
the  
press'?"
 
"You
 can look at it 
and  see," 
Masden replied,
 evoking laugh-
ter 
in
 the courtroom. "Yeah, it's 
very apparent 
that
 he' wears a 
toupee."  
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closer to division title; 
Padres
 beat L.A. 4-1 
 Dodgers trail
 SF 
by 2 1/2 
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ON 
THE 
JOB 
TRAINING
 
WHILE 
YOU  ARE 
GOING 
TO
 SCHOOL
 
Enterprise
 Rent-A-Car, 
the  #1 Recruiter
 Of College 
Grads
 
111 
the United States
 has 
arm
 
excellent  
program
 
where  you 
will  
learn the 
basics of 
running a 
business 
If
 you have 
excellent 
communication,
 strong
 sales, 
customer 
service and
 leader 
ship
 skills, 
consider  the 
following 
por,itviti 
Intern 
Program 
Part -Time,
 20-25/Hr./week
 
(Jr.  & 
Seniors
 
preferred)  
Send 
your resume
 to 
Enterprise
 
Rent-A-Car,  
Attn.
 Damn 
Janitz, 226 
Airport 
Parkway,  
Suite  600. 
San
 Jo.,e. CA 
95110. 
Call  
(408)
 467-1302
 Fax 
(408)  
467-1331  
Visit  our 
WedSite
 http
 //www 
erac com
 
 
EOE
 
M/F/D/V  
6.--i.
 
rerst-e-car, 
to be a slider, I 
swung. Once I 
made contact. I knew I had 
enough I tried to contain my 
enthusiasm, hut my route to 
First
 
base wasn't
 
exactly
 direct." 
Larry:
 Walker, chasing San 
Diego's  Tony' Gwynn  in the NI, 
batting race, broke a 1-1 tie in 
the third with an RBI double' oft 
hit Kipp. He stole third and 
scored on 
Andres  Galarraga's 
sacrifice
 fly. 
Walker  finished 1 -for-4, drop-
ping his average to .366 
- 
seven 
points behind Gwynn. 
The Giants 
pulled  to 3-2 in 
the fourth on Snow's homer.
 
Colorado
 starter Roger 
Bailey, (1-3  with eight no -deci-
sions since 
July
 26, retired the 
last seven 
hitters he faced 
before 
leaving  
after
 seven 
innings He gave up two runs on 
five 
hits with 
four walks and 
three strikeouts. 
"I had 11 tor 12 stoirts
 to win 
dVeit-tur:-es
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Deocilines  are approaching!  
( all 974 6)1/ 
f  e 
litiontlation  
one game, and it didn't happen: 
said
 
Bailey. who 
is 9-10. 
"Sometimes I threw bad and I 
didn't
 get the loss and some -
time's I pitched pretty well and 
didn't get the 
win" 
Rapp, making his first start 
since' Aug. 16, 
allowed three' 
runs
 on five 
hits  in 5 2-3 
innings. He struck out four and
 
walked four. 
The teams matched runs in 
the first inning. 
Jeff Kent sin-
gled home Barry 
Bonds  for the 
Giants, 
and Ellis Burks home -
red to right field for Colorado.
 
Notes:  The 
Rockies  held a 
moment  of 
silence
 before 
the  
game 
to remember 
minor 
league pitcher 
Doug Million, 
who 
died  Wednesday 
after hav-
ing  an asthma
 attack 
in 
Arizona... 
Snow joined
 Kent 
with
 100 RBIs 
on
 the season. 
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AS meeting remains tame 
 SJSU Associated 
Students
 accepts 
resignation, child 
care discussed 
By Aaron William, 
Senior
 Staff Writer 
The Associated
 Students 
meeting Wednesday resembled
 
an episode of the 
television 
program 
"Seinfeld"   they 
pretty much did nothing. 
Actually, there was
 a meet-
ing and items on 
the agenda 
were taken care of, but com-
pared to last year's AS 
board  
meetings, where turmoil and 
controversy was the norm, 
this  
meeting 
was tame. 
New  AS president Jeffrey 
Batuhan likes it that way. 
"So far this year has been 
wonderful, knock on wood," 
Batuhan said while rapping on 
the formica of the 
boardroom  
table.  
He said he would be happy if 
the new board remained in rel-
ative  obscurity all year long. 
Of the things the new board 
members have dealt wi h, most 
have been housekeeping 
details. 
They  changed the mis-
shun
 statement of the AS for 
the first time 
in
 10 years, they 
filled some vacancies and 
increased their 
operation  
reserves to $200,000. 
The new mission statement 
of the AS reads, "Our mission 
is to represent the students of 
San Jose State University 
and  
continually improve the quali-
ty of their
 educational opportu-
nities and experiences." 
Batuhan also accepted the 
resignation of board member 
Debbie Foos, director of com-
munications, who 
stepped
 
down for personal reasons. 
Five applicants 
are  being 
interviewed for the 
position.
 
He also 
filled positions on 
other  committees by appoint-
ing Heather Cook to the 
Student Union board of direc-
tors,  replacing Andrew
 
Nielsen. Nielsen and
 Casey 
Martin 
were
 replaced by Bryan 
Do on the
 Spartan Shops 
board. 
Mike Yaghmai was 
replaced 
by
 Kathy Missimer on 
the Special 
Events 
Programming 
Committee,  for-
merly the 
Program Board. 
One thing, not on the agen-
da but which concerns the 
AS, 
is today's vote by the Spartan 
Foundation 
to
 approve or reject
 
the 
buying of the land for
 the 
AS child care center. 
The  foun-
dation must 
approve
 a bid to 
buy the land for $500,000. The 
AS has $200,000 to spend as a 
down payment
 with a financ-
ing agreement of 6.5 percent 
for five years. 
The AS 
board also hired 
Gordon H. Chang 
and Partners 
to design 
a building for 
the 
child care 
facility.  Batuhan 
said the firm has 
$1.7 million 
to create 
a center that, 
if all 
goes well, 
will be open in the 
spring of 1999. 
Batuhan and
 the personnel
 
committee has 
narrowed down 
the search for a 
permanent
 AS  
executive 
director. Alfonso 
DeAlba currently 
occupies
 that 
capacity in an interim
 basis. 
They have narrowed 
the 
search down from 100 
appli-
cants to 
10.  The 10 will be 
interviewed by 
the board, who 
will make their
 recommenda-
tions from there. 
Batuhan is hopeful that the 
search won't take on the
 circus 
that 
was  last year's aborted 
search for a permanent execu-
tive director.
 
Non-smoking
 racer puts 
Marlboro
 500 to the 
test 
LOS ANGELES ( AP  
Dennis Vitolo wants to drive in 
the Marlboro 500 to put the 
brakes on smoking. 
Vitolo's
 anti -smoking mes-
sage will be plastered 
all  over
 
his Indy car when he pulls onto 
the California Speedway in 
Fontana for practice sessions
 
Friday and Saturday. Top quali-
fiers will compete in Sunday's 
Marlboro 500, sponsored by the 
world's 
leading  cigarette maker,  
His car will stand out 
because of all the 
ads for the 
NicoDerm patch and Nicorette 
gum  smoking cessation prod-
ucts made by 
sponsor 
SmithKline Beecham. 
"We're probably
 going for the 
same consumer." Vitolo said in a 
telephone interview 
Wednesday. 
"We're looking for smokers who 
want
 to quit." 
The link between 
tobacco and 
alcohol companies
 and auto rac-
ing 
sponsorships
 is as much a 
part of the sport  as the oil that 
keeps
 car engines whining. 
So how does it look for a dri-
ver to tout anti -smoking prod-
ucts in a cigarette -sponsored 
race? 
"I would think Philip Morris 
isn't going to be thrilled," said 
Margaret Campbell, marketing 
professor at the 
University of 
California, Los Angeles. 
"They're already down at this 
point and they're kind of getting 
a little blow." 
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For
 
oil
-fund
 
recipients,
 
it 
pays  
to 
live 
in 
Alaska
 
JUNEAU,
 Alaska
 (AP) 
 
When  
democracy  
hits  people 
in 
the 
wallet, 
it 
usually
 means
 
taxes. Not
 so in 
Alaska,  which
 
annually  
spreads
 around
 its oil 
wealth,
 
this
 
year
 to the tune 
of 
about  $1,300
 for 
almost
 every-
one. 
Residents
 on 
Wednesday
 
night 
learn  the 
precise
 amount 
they 
will receive 
for  their 1997 
Alaska
 
Permanent
 Fund 
divi-
dend. 
The  announcement
 is the 
highlight
 of the 
Permanent 
Fund  board's 
annual  meeting,
 
held in 
Fairbanks
 this year, and
 
amounts
 to an early 
Christmas 
present  for both 
Alaskans  and 
businesses  where
 the money 
gets
 spent. 
"It is the 
largest  cash infu-
sion into 
Alaska's  economy
 
other than
 what is 
contributed  
by the oil 
industry itself,"
 said 
Ralph  Seekins, a 
board member 
for the Alaska 
State  Chamber 
of
 
Commerce 
and a former 
Permanent
 Fund 
board  mem-
ber. 
"To some 
Alaskans
 it's a 
bonus, but
 to others it's supple-
mental 
income 
that has 
a 
tremendous
 effect on their 
qual-
ity of life." 
The fund was 
established in 
1976 as a savings
 account for 
some of the 
oil money the
 state 
was 
just starting to 
earn from 
Prudhoe
 Bay on the
 Arctic 
Coast. Alaska has 
squirreled 
away 
one-fourth of that 
money 
in the Permanent 
Fund,  which 
has 
swelled to $23 billion 
because of 
stock -market profits 
over the last few 
years.  
The stock -market surge
 has 
pushed the dividend up rapidly. 
In 1995, the 
fund paid a $990 
dividend, while last 
year's  was 
$1,130.
 
"As far 
as
 I'm 
concerned, the 
state's providing a 
college
 education 
for my kids." 
 Mark Halsted,
 
Juneau resident 
The Permanent Fund earned 
a record $2.1 billion last year, 
nearly 
matching  what the state 
took in from oil revenue. 
"My guess is that this year, 
unless the market crashes, they 
will earn more than the state 
gets from oil," said Chuck 
Logsdon,  the state's chief petro-
leum economist. 
The fund was 
set up to help 
pay for state government once 
oil money began drying up. Oil 
production has 
dropped  since 
the 1980s, but 
state leaders 
have yet to dip into the 
Permanent Fund for anything 
other than dividends, 
preferring  
to let it grow as long as possible 
before 
spending any of it. 
"It is amazing foresight to set 
up an investment
 trust like 
this,"  said Peter Bushre, 
the 
fund's chief 
financial officer. "I 
don't think anybody, 
certainly  
no one that I can recall, ever 
thought it would get this big, 
this fast." 
The fund began paying 
annu-
al 
dividends
 in 1982. State 
lead-
ers, 
saying  the oil 
belonged  to 
all Alaskans, 
figured it was a 
good 
way  to share the 
wealth.  
With this
 year's payment,
 a 
family of four that has
 gotten 
dividends from 
the start will 
have received
 about 
$53,000.  
The money is 
subject  to federal
 
taxes, but 
Alaska
 has no state
 
income tax.
 
Many people 
equate the 
money  to a tax 
refund,  putting 
it toward 
down  payments
 on 
cars or 
boats, buying 
appli-
ances, 
springing  for 
vacations  or 
just
 paying off 
bills.
 Others sock 
away
 most or 
all of the 
money.  
Mark  Halsted  of 
Juneau
 said 
he has 
put  all of his 
three  chil-
dren's 
dividends  into 
education  
accounts. 
"As
 far as I'm 
concerned, 
the 
state's providing
 a college 
edu-
cation for 
my
 kids," 
Halsted
 
said. "My own
 dividend I'll 
prob-
ably
 use to play catchup
 with 
the bills, maybe 
get  a few trin-
kets for the boat." 
About 90 
percent  of 
Alaska's  
600,000 residents 
are eligible 
for the 
dividend.
 People 
must  
live
 in Alaska for the 
entire pre-
vious
 calendar year to qualify.
 
Businesses  offer 
promotions  
and 
special deals to bring in 
Permanent 
Fund dollars. 
Alaska
 Airlines gave 
people 
four round-trip
 airfares in 
exchange for a 
dividend  check 
last year,
 and the company 
plans a similar 
promotion  this 
year, 
said spokesman Jack 
Evans. 
"We're still working
 out the 
details,"
 Evans said. "We've 
been 
waiting  like  most folks
 to 
get a better 
idea
 of what the 
payoff's 
going to be." 
Residence: Increase 
in 
students
 
Continued from page 3 
"Bill Clinton is a baby boomer
 
and his daughter
 just went 
to
 
Stanford," Gonzalez said. "Baby 
boomers are having children 
that are now going 
into college. 
We're talking about the greatest 
phenomenon in birth
 that the 
country has seen in the 
modern 
era. We're now seeing the off-
spring 
of
 those particular off-
spring." 
Gonzalez said baby 
boomers 
tend to be more affluent, so they 
have  the money for their kids to 
go to college. 
The trend of an 
increasing  
freshmen 
enrollment and full 
residence halls at SJSU 
should  
Fitness:
 
100
 
person
 
Continued
 from page 
3 
The 
fitness classes 
take
 place iii 
the mornings 
and  afternoons 
and runs 
Monday 
through 
Friday 
with an additional
 step 
aerobics
 class 
on
 Saturday
 
morning. 
"You 
get different types 
of 
people," 
said Fitness
 and 
Adventures
 Coordinator
 Jodi 
Halbert.  "There 
are people 
who 
are 
extremely
 fit 
and 
people  
who are 
at a lower
 range."
 
Students,  
as
 well 
as
 non
-stu-
dents who
 have to 
pay a 
larger  
fee in 
order  to 
participate,
 
have
 
to
 pre
-register  
before 
they 
can  
start
 
participating.
 
Participants
 
have
 the 
option  
of
 
committing
 
to the 
classes 
they 
want
 or to 
sign-up  
to drop
-in to 
any class
 
they 
choose 
that fits
 into 
their  
schedules.  
continue, according to figures 
compiled by the 
Institutional 
Research Center. The center 
projecets there will be increas-
ing numbers of high school 
graduates in local counties for 
the next eight years. 
increase
 
"This is 
the 
only
 exercise
 I 
get," 
said 
speech 
communica-
tion 
junior  
Mari  
Kaanranta,
 
who 
participates
 in 
the 
classes.  
"I 
don't 
have  any 
time to 
do any-
thing
 else.
 We 
pay a 
lot 
of
 
money 
to 
attend
 
this
 
school.
 
This 
class  gives
 us 
the  
opportu-
nity 
Ito get 
something
 
out  of the
 
student  
fees)." 
BELIEVE  
IT 
OR
 
NOT,
 
THIS
 
GUY 
IS 
IN 
CLASS.
 
Excitement
 and 
adventure
 is the 
course  description,
 
and 
Army ROTC is 
the name. It's 
the one college
 
elective  that 
builds  your 
self-confidence,  
develops  
your leadership 
potential and 
helps  you take 
on
 the 
challenges of command. 
There's  no obligation
 until your tumor
 year, so 
there's no reason not to 
try it out right now 
Register for MILS IA 
"Introduction  
to Army ROTC"
 
Section N20071 
Thursday 0800 
- 0900 
or call (408)
 954-4781 today!
 
Cif 
ARMY 
ROTC  
TIE Minna COULGI C011928
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www.beatles-show.com
 
Saturday,
 Nov.
 1 e 8 pm 
 San 
Jose  Civic 
Auditorium  
Register
 online 
and save 
up to S6 
off  BASS 
ticket
 price. 
Playlcmd
 
The amnily 
Entertainment
 Center 
Buy 
$5.00  in 
tokens 
and 
get 
25 
FREE 
tokens
 
We 
always  have the
 
Hottest  new Games: 
Tekken  
3 
Mortal
 Kombat 
4 
San 
Francisco
 Rush 
House
 of the 
Dead 
Top  
Skater
 
Medieval
 
Madness  
Marvel 
Super 
Heroes
 vs 
Street
 Fighter
 
We also have the Neo-Prait
 
Sticker Machine 
Attention 
Club
 fuel ( 
I enders 
ill us for 
information  on 
Donations  and 
Fundraising  
Ask 
For  Dean 
Golden  
2980 Stevens Creek
 Blvd #1015
 
In Town
 arid 
Country
 Village 
(Across
 from 
the Winchester
 Mystery
 House) 
(408)985-6992
 
This
 otter expire', 
rio 
1o/31i/97
 
Not  valid  
with  any 
other 
roupons
 of promotions  
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It's 
showtime
 
at 
the
 
Mercado 
By 
Aaron  
Williams
 
Senior 
Starr Writer 
We
 all 
know
 why 
we 
take a 
date 
to
 a 
movie; 
it's not 
to 
check 
out  
Demi
 
Moore's  
implants
 or 
George
 
Clooney's 
coif. It's to 
get close 
to the
 one we 
brought
 there. 
Well, the 
new American
 
Multi -Cinema, 
or AMC, 
Mercado 
theaters in 
Santa 
Clara make it 
easier  to put the 
moves on with 
retractable 
cupholder armrests. 
"You 
can  always 
tell
 how 
the date is 
going,"
 AMC Senior 
Vice President Dick 
Walsh 
said. "If it's not going
 good, the 
cupholder comes
 down. Fin 
married, and I can always tell
 
how
 my marriage 
is going 
according to the cupholder" 
The new 20 screen 
megaplex, which will open 
wit h only II screens on 
Friday. has all of 
the bells and 
whistles  one could possibly 
imagine. 
No longer will you be sub-
jected to looking around the 
back of some lady's Sunday 
church bonnet seated in front 
of you. Every theater is 
[.quipped
 with stadium
 
seat -
Inc in 
an
 amphitheater -like 
bowl.
 Each seat,
 of 
them, is 1$ inches higher than 
the next, and 
the  aisles are .16 
inches wide. So no more spilt 
popcorn or Coke as 
tla  jierson 
in the middle of the aisle
 
goes
 
to the bathroom
 for the ninth 
t i 
me.  
Everything  from umicession 
stands 
that  let you 
put as 
much of that butter like 
prod 
act on your popcorn to 
more 
bathroom stalls fOr women 
have 
been thought of to 
increase the movie  going expe 
 rience. 
"Alt hough there will
 be 
more 
customers,
 in 
theory  the 
lines shollid he shorten" Walsh 
said 
Shorter
 lines
 
niean  
getting 
into
 the theater 
quicker,
 which 
at AM(' Mercado 
is a plus 
111(' :ffidio
 and video pre 
.:entat
 ions 
:ire 
nip 
notch. 
At a grip and 
grin for the 
press  giii 
Wednesday,
 an 
67RUDJ
 
impressive
 17 -minute
 trailer 
ran
 with 
everything
 from 
clips 
of "Speed"
 and a 
space 
shuttle
 
launch  
to
 an 
audio 
only  
recording
 of 
a tropical
 rainfor-
est 
that
 had 
you 
swatting  
mos-
quitoes  
front
 around 
your 
face.  
All the 
theaters  
boast a 
Sony  
Dynamic
 
Digital
 
System  
which
 puts to 
shame 
any other
 
digital 
sound  
system.
 
The new 
theater, 
10 min-
utes
 from 
San Jose
 State 
University,
 is a 
joint 
venture  
between
 AMC 
Theaters,  
pro-
ject 
developer
 Interland
 and 
Mission
 College.
 
Lisa 
Gillmore,
 Santa 
Clara 
councilwoman,
 
applauded  
the  
public
-private  
partnership.  
"This  
(partnership)
 will 
lablp  
Mission
 College, 
and the 
visibility 
will draw 
thousands 
of visitors 
to
 Santa 
Clara,"
 she 
50
 
1(1.
 
Tin, 
Si ka, who 
co -hosts 
"Celluloid  Dreams," a 
movie 
program
 on KSJS, 
says he has 
omit. to 
accept the megaplex
 
movie houses. 
"I used to 
have
 a problem 
with them," 
Mika  said. "But 
' 
now there's so much 
product 
out there 
that  can't find 
venues
 it (megaplex movie
 
houses) only make sense." 
Ile adds that 
if
 they design 
thigli right, so to enhance the 
movie
 going 
experience,
 
it's  
flu 
ii'
 to have so many theaters 
in 
one 
place.
 
Mission
 
College,
 which
 
owns the land, stands to 
bene-
fit die most from this partner- I 
ship. The money front the 
lease will go to building a 
high tech center at the school. 
M 
ission  Col lege
 President 
Mike Rao said the school has a 
tv,,i) year plan that 
will hope-
fully raise 
the $3 million nec- ' 
essa ry 
tru  
fluid the project. 
The college will also he 
able  
to use the theater,
 at non -peak 
hours,
 to show 
films  Jim the 
liberal
 arts and film studies 
111.1
 41 rams. 
The theater project.,
 which
 
has been four 
years
 in 
the 
making, also includes' 
Starbuckh
 coffee shop, Noah's 
Bagels. 
landia  Juice, 
Mexicali  
Grill,  
World
 
Wraps
 
and
 
I 
Kinko's
 
it t le shopping center. I 
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OLIVER STONE 
PRESENTS  A  
SALVATORE
 STABILE FILM 
"...FASCINATING.
 
RIVETING
 
CINEMA..."
 
IF
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Fall
 
season
 heats 
up 
with 'Soul Food' 
By Devin Fehely 
Entertainment
 Editor 
It is 
a rare 
movie that
 tugs 
at 
the 
heartstrings  
without  
being  a 
tearjerker  
 that 
has 
a deft 
comedic  
touch  
without
 
being 
slapstick.
 "Soul 
Food" is 
that
 rare 
movie. 
Vanessa 
L. Williams,
 Vivica
 
Fox and 
Nia  Long lead
 an all-
star 
ensemble 
cast
 in the 
heartwarming
 story 
of the 
Joesphs,  a black family 
from 
Chicago. Williams
 plays Ten, 
the oldest of 
three sisters 
and a success-
ful lawyer. 
Fox 
plays Maxine,
 a homemaker.
 
The two sisters,
 like the 
actresses who
 play them, are a 
study in 
contrasts
  Teri 
full 
of 
class  and Maxine  sass. Nia 
Long completes the trio 
as 
Bird, the 
youngest  sister and a 
salon owner. Outstanding child 
actor, Brandon 
Hammond,  
plays Ahmad, the film's narra-
tor. 
Ira P. Hall 
stars as Mother 
Joe, the family matriarch. In 
this large constellation of char-
acters, Mother Joe 
is
 a fixed 
star, leading the family with 
her strength and spirit in 
times of darkness. In long-
standing family tradition, her 
daughters, sons-in-law,
 grand-
children and friends all gather 
at 
her 
house 
for special 
Sunday
 dinners. 
In the middle of 
one  
Sunday's dinner, Cousin Faith, 
a former exotic 
dancer,  unex-
pectedly
 arrives. Her orbit 
always  a bit irregular, Faith 
was last heard 
moonlighting 
as
 a dancer in rap videos in 
California. Her homecoming is 
at best bittersweet as Mother 
Joe falls ill shortly after. 
With Mother Joe in a coma 
from
 complications from 
surgery, the squabbles, once 
cooled at her Sunday dinners, 
boil over and 
threaten  to tear 
the family apart. Maxine and 
Teri, at odds since Maxine 
stole Ten's high school sweet-
heart, stop speaking. Teri 
enjoys egging Maxine on about 
being 
the family's breadwin-
ner. True, Maxine's
 life has lit-
tle of the glitz or glamour of 
Ten's; however, her meat -and -
potatoes, middle-class life has 
brought her the one thing for 
Review 
Photo courtesy of Twentieth Century Fox 
Vanessa L. Williams. Nia Long 
and Vivica Fox
 
portray
 sisters who 
aren't happy with some of the events
 at a wedding in "Soul Food," 
which Ten's 
hungers: hap- 
In 1997, 
Hollywood
 has tossed black 
America a scattering 
of
 
piness. 
Newlyweds
 Cinematic bread crumbs..., This
 has left 
moviegoing audiences 
Bird and Lem 
have a falling 
with a healthy 
appetite for a film such 
as "Soul Food." 
out after Bird 
secretly arranges for her 
«x -
boyfriend 
to
 find him a job. 
Lem feels 
that  Bird's manipu-
lation
 has robbed him of his 
manhood. 
Ten's
 nose -to -the -grind-
stone lifestyle begins 
to wear 
on her 
free -spirited musician 
husband,
 Miles. Miles eventu-
ally
 has a brief and 
ill-fated
 
affair with Faith. Ten's
 melt-
down  in the face of her 
hus-
band's infidelity 
is
 hot. 
although 
not quite as 
scalding  
as Angela Bassett's show -stop-
ping scene in "Waiting
 to 
Exhale." Despite their 
seeming 
differences, the well-to-do
 Ten 
and the never -do
-well Faith 
Correction
 
An article on 'The Heart Mountain Story" exhibit 
at Santa Clara University's 
de Saisset Museum that appeared in the Spartan Daily on 
Tuesday
 implied 
that the exhibit ends Saturday. The exhibit is  open through March 15. 1998 
The  Spartan Daily regrets the 
error. 
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bk
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 pm 
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iffy, both adrift  without 
meaningful attachments to 
anyone or 
anything. 
Mot her Joe wakes up briefly, 
oth(ring the 
family
 the slight-
est 
glimmer
 of'
 hope "My soul
 
is tired she rasps from 
her  
sickbed  She Hist, ucts 
Ahniad 
to bring the family together 
again. 
Filmmaker George 
Tillman  
proves that he is (1 storyteller 
of 
skill  and subt let. A 
scene  in 
the hospital illustrates this 
point. As the adults rush to 
Mother  
Joe's  
bedside,
 Ahmad 
is left alone in the hallway. The 
camera centers on his eyes 
where
 we see the impact 
of the 
events
 begin to register. The 
scene draws 
its power and 
poignancy from 
its restraint. 
When Ahmad 
finally enters 
the room, the
 adults 
fumble
 to 
cover Mother 
Joe's  bandaged 
leg with 
the bed sheets. 
With
 
the  runaway success of 
"Waiting to 
Exhale,"  movie 
insiders 
anticipated a boom  
in 
the production of 
black films. 
The boom went
 bust before it 
even began as black films have
 
trickled out of Hollywood in 
the past five years. "Soul Food" 
is in the vein of "Waiting to 
Exhale." However, 
as Mother 
Joe
 was fond of 
saying,
 "One 
finger pointing 
blame can't 
make no impact.
 But five fin-
gers  balled up can 
deliver a 
iegeteleffe  Rae -4 
Thursday  Nights
 
Back To School
 Special!! 
Free Bull Rides!! 
$1.00 
Draft  
Beer!!  
.Vu 
Cover  Charge 
With Valid Student
 ID!! 
Not 
v,it.  
Between 
Race  St and Meridian Ave - 2 blocks 
North  of 280 
14081286-3393 
it, 
MI
 blit71111.. .1 
'list
 10111 
Chtobcrfeot!
 
30 Dahl -cut 
iriccrs to trt) from! 
ermanta
 Resitaurant 
at
 
the
 jipordiburg 
261N. 2nd St.. at 
Julian  (Enie parking), 
Downtown San 
Jose 
(4081296-4484
 
71raditional
 Bavarian  
Folk 
Dance Shows
 
Oldoberfest
 
DanceBand
 
Sat. 
Oct 4 St 
FrilSat 
Oct.  
112=4,15
 
Advanced
 
Ratervatitaus
 
Entrance  
Pl.e 
Oktoherfrot
 Deem 
Bead 
Plus  
Bavarian
 
Dante  
Sheen  
- .7 Poe 
haws 
under 11 
are free - 
No discounts
 on these
 events 
mighty blow."
 
"Soul Food's" 
portrayal of 
male -female
 
relationships 
has an even-
handedness
 
that  "Waiting to Exhale" 
lacked.  
When it conies to 
quality
 
black 
films, it seems to he a 
case of feast or famine In 
1997. Hollywood has 
tossed 
black America
 a scattering  of 
cinematic bread crumbs  
"Booty 
Call" and "B.A.PS
 " to 
name an undeserving few This 
has left moviegoing 
audiences  
with a 
healthy  appetite for a 
film such as "Soul Food " 
My
 
suggestion: 
Help yourself to 
seconds because, if "Soul Food" 
bombs
 at the box offiCe. it may 
he your last hearty meal for + 
good 
long v, 
bile.  
Black
 
film
 
festival
 
gets
 
ready
 
to
 
roll 
By 
Aaron  
William.  
Senior  Staff 
Writer  
The 
eighth  
annual
 Black 
Filmworks
 
festival
 
will
 take 
place  
at
 
various
 
locations
 in 
Oakland  
Friday  
through
 
Sunday
 and
 
October
 
3-4.  
The 
festival
 will
 
feature
 
screenings,
 
workshops
 and 
an 
award  
ceremony.
 
"This
 is 
the 
only 
African
 
American
 film 
festival
 in 
the 
Bay 
Area,"
 
organizer
 
Ave  
Montague
 
said. 
"We 
have
 
Asian
 
American  
festivals,
 
Gay  
and  
Lesbian  
festivals
 and 
Latino  
festivals
 so 
this 
gives 
us
 a 
chance  to 
honor
 black 
independent
 film 
makers."
 
The
 
Oakland
 
Museum  
will  
open  
the  
festival  
with  a 
screening
 of 
"Blacks
 and 
Jews"  
at
 7 p.m. 
on Friday.
 
The 
1957  
classic
 "Tamango"
 
will 
be shown
 at 
the  
Paramount
 
Theater  at 
8 p.m. 
on 
Saturday.  
The movie
 is a 
story
 of a 
taboo 
interracial
 
love affair
 which 
stars  actors 
Curt 
Jurgens
 and 
Dorothy 
Dandridge.
 
The 
newly 
restored
 print
 is the 
only
 one 
known 
to exist. 
Before 
the  movie 
will  be an 
awards  
ceremony,
 
hosted
 by 
Robert
 
Townsend
 
("Meteor 
Man" and
 The 
Parent  
'Hood),  
honoring
 black 
filmmakers.
 
"We received 
more
 than 75 
films and 
those 
honored  
are
 
the best
 of the 
crop," 
Montague
 
said.  
For 
more
 in
 call 
the 
Paramount
 
Theater  
box
 
office 
at (510)
 
465-6400.
 
Calner
 
cinemas
 
CAMERA
 3 S. 2nd /I San Carlo,  998-3300 
WINNER' 
SUNDAY 
INTIMATE
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Stanford
 
students
 
relieved;
 
Chelsea
 
keeps
 
low
 
profile
 
STANFORD
 ( 
Al') 
- 
Stanford 
University 
students 
attending  
their
 first 
classes
 of 
the fall 
term on 
Wednesday  
were
 glad 
Chelsea  
Clinton  is 
now one of 
them.  
But they 
were
 even 
happier
 
that  the 
president's  
daughter
 
and 
her 
Secret  
Service  
entourage 
have caused
 so lit-
tle fuss on 
campus. 
At least 
that's  been 
the
 case after
 the 
news
 media 
finished  
covering
 
her 
arrival
 last 
week.  
"We got
 the benefit
 from all 
the 
media  atten-
tion 
to 
Stanford,
   
but I 
haven't,  so 
far, 
seen  any 
negative
 effects
 
because  
of 
Chelsea." 
said 
Max 
Edleson,
 a 
senior 
from 
Indonesia 
as
 he 
prepared
 for 
a 
class under the 
trees
 
outside  
the 
st 
ode iii 
union. 
Meanwhile. 
hundreds  
of 
other students 
rode mountain 
bikes about
 the 
campus.
 A few 
skated.
 Others 
shopped 
for 
posters, 
lava 
men. 
Chelsea
 
attended,
 
accompanied
 by 
her 
parents.  
President  
and  
Hillary
 Clinton.
 
But 
since 
then,  
students
 
said,  
Chelsea's  
security  
has
 
not been 
obtrusive.
 And 
Pierce
 
and
 others 
were 
hopeful  
that
 
now 
classes
 have
 started,
 the 
first 
daughter 
will be 
able  to 
enjoy a 
normal  
student
 lift,. 
Some 
13,000 
students
 
began
 the 
fall 
quarter
 at 
Stanford  on 
Wednesday.
 But 
for the 
last
 few days,
 Chelsea 
and
 some 
1,600  other 
fresh-
men 
have
 under-
gone 
orientation  
"We got the 
benefit
 
from  
all  
the 
media  
attention
 to 
Stanford,
 
but  
haven't, 
so
 far, 
seen
 
any  
negative
 
effects
 
because
 
of
 
Chelsea."  
 Max Edleson, 
Stanford 
senior
 
lamps  and 
stor-
age 
gear
 displayed 
on tables in 
front of 
the bookstore, 
Some 
took 
advantage
 of the
 
warm, early 
autumn  day to 
pore over their 
books on the 
lawns or 
play  
basketball
 near 
the dorms 
where  every 
fresh-
man, 
including 
Chelsea,  is 
required
 to live. 
Chelsea,
 17, who
 arrived 
on 
campus
 for orientation
 last 
Friday,
 has been 
seen  several 
times 
on
 campus  
buying 
books, catching rays 
or simply 
walking about 
with friends 
and 
Secret Service 
agents.
 
Now 
and then, students
 will 
go 
and introduce
 themselves, 
and Chelsea
 responds 
with 
good grace, 
said  Edelson, who 
has seen 
her passing by a 
few 
times. 
But  he and 
others said 
her presence,
 while of 
interest
 
is no big deal. 
"Chelsea  herself 
has not 
been a disruption 
at all," said 
Shannon
 Pierce, 
who  sat at a 
table on a 
campus  plaza to 
sign up 
other  
students
 for one 
of the 
eight  a 
capella
 singing
 
groups at 
Stanford. 
"The only 
thing that 
both-
ered me 
was at 
convocation,  
with all the
 Secret 
Service  
people
 on 
campus,"
 she said,
 
referring  to the 
official
 wel-
coming 
ceremony for fresh-
-- meeting 
with 
advisers,  
getting 
to know 
fellow 
dortnies,  
taking 
placement  
tests, 
getting 
phone 
and
 electronic
-
mail 
service
 and 
becoming 
famil-
iar with 
the 
sprawling
 cam-
pus. 
But 
now it's 
time  to 
hit
 the 
books. Students,
 
however, have a 
couple of 
weeks 
"shop" for 
class-
es 
before
 
finaliz-
ing 
their  
sched-
ules. 
"It's 
great. 
You don't
 need 
that 
much time 
to decide, 
but  
it helps
 if you can 
check out 
the class before
 you choose,"
 
said Jay 
Tokeshi,  a junior 
from 
Hawaii. 
As a 
freshman, 
however, 
Chelsea 
will
 have to take 
a 
writing
 class. If 
she  is like 
other 
students, 
she'll  also try 
to fulfill 
multiple -course 
humanities 
requirement,  
known as 
Civilizations,
 Ideas 
and 
Values, during 
her first 
year. 
Because she's 
thinking
 of 
becoming
 a doctor, 
Chelsea  
probably will 
take basic chem-
istry and 
calculus courses.
 
Because  she's a 
dancer,  stu-
dents
 speculate 
that she'll 
take 
ballet.  
Some students
 hoped they'd 
have the opportunity 
to meet 
the 
president's  daughter on 
campus but were 
determined  
not to press an acquaintance. 
"I'm not 
going out of my 
way to meet her," said 
Christina  Li, a freshman from 
San  Diego who lives in the 
same
 dorm complex as 
Chelsea. 
"I'm sure she doesn't 
want
 people coming up to 
her 
just because
 she's the 
presi-
dent's daughter." 
Agents outwit alleged 
felon;
 
courtroom  saved
 
ANC,ELES AI' 
.igents
 
',a'i'iliii'-i).rt
 
lia,--tcd San 
Fernand() Valley 
111,111 
held him for 
ot trying to get an under-
cover.
 of 
firer to 
brain h t 
Ventura  
county
 courthouso  and 
kill
 a businessman and his wife. 
Frank
 
Cockrell,
 
arrested  
at 
his Sherman Oaks home, was 
scheduled to stand trial in 
November  on grand theft and 
securities fraud charges. The 
alleged bomb plot was an 
;ittempt at a coverup, a federal 
agent
 said, 
"He wanted the building, 
;along with the evidence in his 
Only a Custom 
Built 
PC 
can give you 
the latest Technology 
and personalize 
features for less. 
03 -year 
warranty*
 
Free Consultation 
.4111111 
Custom PC 
SOLID  
Specialist
 
\ F a x
 650-324-1647
 
;Ise 
completely  destroyed 
hilorp 
them-  John 
Torres,  
special agent in charge of the 
Southern  California office of the 
Bureau of Alcohol. Tohium and 
Firearms. 
An
 ATI,' agent posed as a 
member of 
im anti -government 
group and agreed to bomb the 
building, Turn's 
said. The 
undercover agent
 allegedly 
received 
an unspecified pay-
ment from Cockrell. 
Cockrell  also is 
alleged 
to 
have provided the 
names of a 
local businessman 
and  wife so 
that
 the agent could rob and kill 
the  couple. 
OVUM
 
DONORS
 
NEEDED
 
Women
 
Ages  
21-29,
 
Healthy,
 
Responsible,
 
All  
Nationalities.
 
Give 
the
 
Gift
 of 
Life!
  
S3,000,
 
Stipend  
and  
Expenses
 
Paid.
 
Bonus  
for 
Chinese
 
and 
Japanese
 
Donors.
 
Please
 
Call  
WWFC
 
800-314-9996
 
spend $190 million of federal 
money
 over finir years to cre-
ate 50,000 accounts. Backers 
included  Sens. Dan Coats. R-
ind., and Tom Harkin, D -
Iowa, in the Senate and Reps 
John 
Kasich,  R -Ohio, arid 
Tony  Hall,  D -Ohio. 
The fituryear  private pro-
gram will hi -gin next year 
with 
oyo  sites in Chicago and 
one each in Fond du l.ax. 
Ithaca, N.Y.: San 
Francisco;  
Washington;  Austin. 
'resits:
 
Barre. 't : Indianapolis; 
Kan,as  
City. Kan ; Portland, 
Ore ; 
Berea, Ky ; and Tulsa. 
Okla.
 
Supporters noted that the 
government  provides r11.1111P1*-
MIS incentives
 for middle 
class Americans to save Tax 
deductions for mortgage 
pay-
ments, individual
 retirement 
iiccounts
 and other incentives 
cost 
$200 billion a .year, 
Friedman
 said. 
In recent years, many 
states have loosened their 
weltare rules to 
allow  more 
savings. And 24 
states have 
opted for a 
provision  in 
last
 
year's welfare law alliming 
them to disregard money in 
these individual accounts 
when 
determining  if a family 
qualifies for benefits. 
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Meditating during a break 
between
 classes is an important
 and 
relaxing 
ritual for SJSU student 
Thanh
 L11. who has been 
practicing
 
the art
 for many years. 
Matching
 program 
aims to 
boost 
savings for 
poor 
WASHINGTON Al' - - 
Some
 
2.1110)
 
Poor
 
people
 ii 
liar 
manage to save money  
even if it's 
just $10 or $20 a 
month  - 
would  have their 
contributions  matched under 
a nen  private program aimed 
at giving needy Americans 
the same incentives to save as 
the middle 
class.  
The $12 million program.
 
funded by a coalition of foun-
dations.
 ni 
Ii 
iilow 2.000 peo-
ple in 12 
cow- 
to ripen 
indi-
vidual  
development  accounts 
The 
money  could only
 be used 
to buy a 
huoise. pa for 
educa  
turn or 
start a business 
It's a twist on welfare poli-
cy. which traditionally has 
Ii mited recipients' hank 
accmitit,
 on 
ground, that 
,ona one who has savings 
does
 not need 
welfare  
That
 policy
 has kept people 
poor rather than kept
 them 
off the rolls. said 
Robert 
Friedman.
 chairman of the 
Corporation  for 
Enterprise  
Development.  which is 
coordi-
nating the  project. 
-We have spent
 on the poor, 
but
 wa have 
not invested 
in 
them," he said Wednesday.
 
"W'e 
do not reall',.  offer paths 
out  of 
poverty"
 
A bipartisan coalition in 
Congress  is 
puslimg  :I 
bill  to 
EARN
 
GREAT  
MO
 
© 
wok
 
is looking
 for 
outgoing,
 
responsible,
 
aggressive 
salespeople
 with 
experience.
 
Work 3 days
 a week. Friday
-Sunday. 
No 
telemarketing  or cold
 (alls.  
S8/hour+commission
 
friday.  
Sept.
 
26
 
between
 
12
-'on  
t our 
representatives  
will
 be ready to 
assist  you at 
AM) rr
 i( 
It ) 
I 
iti 
3111 
Mission  College Blvd , 
Santo Clara 
Go 
to 
Hollywood
 
Dreams'
 
table  setup  
For
 more info., tall (714) 547 
7848  
'Filtering'
 
software
 
rejected
 
by 
council
 
SAN 
JOSE (AP, 
---  The Sari 
Jose City 
Council
 has rejected a 
plan to 
install
 
software
 
dcsigned 
to block 
sexu:111 
explicit  material
 on the World
 
Wide 
Web  on computers at cfty 
libraries. 
Councilwoman  
Pat  
Dando
 
bad proposed creating
 "childrun 
Internet 
zones,"  arguing 
that 
the software  
would filtiq-
obscene 
material
 that court -
clearly 
have declared 
to he ille-
gal. 
To make her point. Dando
 
gave her council 
colleagues
 1 
printout of' an Internet search 
that 
produced  219 Web 
addres,  
es in response 
to a request for 
sites  with the words "XXX 
Naked  Pictures. -
But  council members on 
Tuesday 
voted  8-3 against 
Dando's proposal. 
"1 can't 
think of anything 
worse  than gmernment and 
politicians getting 
into the role 
of censors." Mayor Susan 
Hammer said. 
Some council members
 also 
pointed out 
that people general-
ly don't look 
at sexually explicit 
material  on library computer
 
terminals that 
purposely  are 
located
 in open areas
 to 
&scour  
age such use. 
"I have not heard any evi-
dence that we have problems in 
the library," Councilman Frank 
Fiscalini said. 
San  Jose has about termi-
nals 
with Internet access in its 
18 libraries. 
City 
librarian  Jane Light
 
told the 
council she had 
received 
"far more calls from 
"I can't 
think  of 
anything
 worse 
than 
government  
and 
politicians
 
getting
 into the 
role of censors."
 
- 
Susan  
Hammer,
 
Mayor
 
the media than from citizens
 or 
parents about this." 
Light also argued that par-
ents alone
 have the right to 
determine 
what's appropriate
 
for their children. 
Members  of the city's library 
commission, which serves as an 
advi:ory board to the council, 
also opposed Dando's proposal. 
Despite the decision, a group 
of Gilroy
 
parents
 who  are 
fight-
ing to get the Santa Clara 
County library system
 
tan install 
filters said they were prepared 
to mount it community 
cam-
paign to back Dando's idea. 
Beth Beebe, a parent of a 3 -
year (ild, testified that 
restrict-
ing children's access to 
sexually 
explicit material is 
much like 
keeping them from buying alco-
hol or tobacco. She said pornog-
raphy 
also is add icti 
se 
to LhOtie 
W110 
Sample  it. 
"There is at Ted Bundy ... to 
show
 the extreme 
example,"  
Beebe 
said, referring to the 
Florida serial killer. 
Repeat 
History.
 
And Log -lists.
 Biology.
 Chemistry. 
OLYMPUS 
With the 
best  
notetaker  an class, you can
 repeat
 
every.subiect
 
clearly  
and accuratley 
To find the 
Olympus
 
MicrocassetteTm
 
Recorder
 
you 
want (and 
there's  a lot to 
choose
 from) 
call
 
1-800-622-6372  
for
 
more
 
information Or visit www Olympus
 com on the 
Internet
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CLASSIFIED
 
The SPARTAN ONLY 
makes no claim Ice products
 or 
services advertised below DOI le 
there any guarantee implied The 
classified columns oldie Spartan 
Daily coronet
 of paid advertising 
and callings we not approved
 or 
verified by the newspaper. 
EMPLOYMENT  
RECEPTIONIST - Full or 
part-time. 
Must be professional, organized, 
self
-motivated,
 
multi
-tasked.  
reliable 
and  a "Tearn Player". 
Phones,
 
filing
 and
 some typing. 
Fax resume to: 408/2770706
 or 
apply in person at: AnzaGraphix 
2 N. Market St. San Jose. 
CA95113.  
PRESCHOOL TEACHER NEEDED 
Close to campus. 
Mornings. Afternoons
 or FT. 
$7/hr. and up. 2-5 year olds. 
High quality 
center.
 
571  N. 3rd St. 
Lauren 2861533. 
MUSICIANSI  We are seeking
 self 
motivated, team oriented people 
who play brass, woodwinds, 
and/or 
stringed
 
instruments for 
our retail store. Retail sales 
experience & 
bilingual preferred. 
PT/FT possible. Contact Dave L. 
ff 5549041.
 
SMALL  FURN. STORE
 looking for 
hardworking, energetic person. 
Job includes sales, It. warehouse 
& delivery
 work, some heavy 
lifting.
 Good 
hourly
 wage, flex 
schedule, 2540
 hrs/wk. No 
experience necessary, 
will  train. 
Contact Tracy at 
294-7353  or 
fax 
resume 
to
 29444070. 
WANTED:Jack
 (a ROM U Trades 
to support 
teaching
 staff at Good 
Sam Hospital Child Care 
Center:  
supplies,  snack 
prep,  minor 
repairs laundry. 
rid  PT, $7.50  hr. 
ECE Subs also
 needed, $8.00-
$9.60 
hr. Call: 559-2453,
 
TUTOR NEEDED for 
2nd  to Ilth 
graders
 in 
Math, English, Science. 
Experienced & 
firm with kids. 
Some 
credential  preferred. $15/hr. 
2 hours 
daily 
409437 
9417
 
COPY 
OPERATOR  High Speed & 
CONN. Some
 
Bindery
 work. Exper-
ience
 
preferred,
 but will 
train.  Full 
or part 
time  evenings. Must be 
reliable,
 orgainzed.
 
detail
 orient-
ed, enjoy fast paced environment
 
& 
have
 
"Tea's
 Player Attitude. 
Fax  
resume
 to. 408/2770706 
or 
apply in person at: AnzaGraphot 
2N. Market
 St San Jose, CA95113. 
VETERINARY 
ASSISTANT   Camp 
bell. 10-20 hours 
weekly.
 Friday 
mornings 
a must Some
 Sals. 
$7 
00/hr 
Call 
3746114  Lisa. 
THE OUVE 
GARDEN 
HAuAN RESTAURANT 
i.as F, t & P,1 server 
positions.
 
Must  be available 2 times/week 
from 
1 
lam  4pm.
 Nights & 
weekends available 
as 
well.  
940  
Blossom
 Hill Rd.
 
Apply between 25 daily
 
P/T
 DEL/VERY
 PERSON 
for  small 
'iirr,irure
 
store. 
Must
 be 
available 
& 
Sun.  
Some  
heavy  lifting. 
Valid
 
CDL and 
good 
DMV. 
Knowledge of South 
Bay 
helpful  
hut not 
required. Approx. 25 
.wk.
 
F/T  during
 sem. 
breaks.
 
uoritriLt
 Tracy at 294 
7353  
or 
fax
 resume 
to
 2944070. 
ATTENTION  
ENERGETIC  
PEOPLE  
Bella Mia
 Restaurant is 
looking for positive, friendly 
people to fill 
a guest relations
 
position at the front desk.
 
$7 
59/hr.  Call 
280.1993,
 
ask for Karen or 
Michelle.  
ADMIN
 /SALES ASST
 Fast paced 
sales  office has part-time
 
position 
(mornings
 
or
 afternoons) 
for  
detail  
oriented,
 comp.
 literate
 energetic 
prof. 
w/excl.
 phone skills. Gust. 
sac,  filing, typing 
duties.  Fax 
resume:
 408492 1689 Attn:
 
Silk'.  
EYE DR. 
TECHNICIAN.
 
No
 exp. 
nec. FT 
& PT. 
Customer  service 
skills a must. 
Call  
Wendy
 or 
Theresa @ 408/448-3222. 
BICYCLE 
MESSENGER
 
Part time, Flexible 
Hours 
Great for
 Students!
 
Serving Downtown 
Sanlose.
 
Inner City  
Express
 
22W. Saint John St. 
San Jose. 
NEED A GRADUATE TO TUTOR 
C Programming. $10/hr, 4-6 
hrs  
per week. 
Page 408.984-4455. 
STUDENTS
 NEEDED
 
Earn while 
you
 Learn 
Program 
Have 
all your expenses
 
Paid. 
while  you go to school. 
Pay your 
tuition  
with
 
CASH 
Graduate with
 6 
figure
 
income
 
Call 
recording
 (4019)271 
6993.
 
CLERICAL
 POSITION
 
for busy 
insurance
 
agency.
 Filing 
& 
mail
 
roan duties 
15, 
Mon
-Fri.  $6.75/hr. 
Call Bud 
or Donna  
296-5270
 
PICEME
 
1141118119 
dud.  
 
NM 
Flex
 
hours  
 weekends 
required.
 
lheGreat Frame Up.4087232666. 
HAMBURGER
 MARY'S
 
Now 
Hiring  Part time
 
Servers  
Call 
Kevin
 or Mike 
947  
1668
 
NEED A RN & 
INTERESTING
 
JOB? 
10 nous a week, $8/1w & a few other 
perks Great people to work Wei, sane 
programming/publicity, 
tabling  on 
campus, office work 
(filing, computer 
action, database 
maintainance,  
research), flexible hours.
 We want: 
computer skills,
 bright, outgoing, 
not afraid to &he 
or
 talk with people, 
make, erthusiastic. non
-complainer,  
Jewish background or knowledge, 
respasiole Cal San Jose Hi% kat 
internship 
at 408.358-3636  
x 54. 
CITILINK PAGING & 
CELLULAR
 
seeks
 full/part time sales 
person, data entry. customer 
service & 
electronic  technicians. 
Call 408-453-7243 or 
Fax resume 408-441-9988. 
TELEMARKETING 
PT/FT.  We 
sell 
discount 
subcriptions
 to Bay 
Area newspapers. Auto 
dialers.  
Flexible hrs,
 gam-9pm. Downtown 
near Ightrail 4 blocks from SJSU. 
Hourly
 
$5
 plus bonus. Media
 
Promotions 
494-0200. 
INFORMATION
 
CENTER:
 
The  
Student
 Union Information
 
Center  
currently has a position
 
available
 
15 
20
 
hrs/week 
M,
 Tu,
 Th 
after-
noons
 
Workstudy  
encouraged.
 
Contact
 
the 
Student
 
Union  
Directors
 Office,  9em 
5pm,
 
ME
 
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $ 
up to 
5600/month!  
Become
 a Sperm 
Donor.  
Healthy males, 19-40 years old. 
Univ.
 
Students/Grads/Faculty
 
Contact California
 Cryobank 
1-650-324-1900,
 M -F, 8-4:30,  
AIDE FOR 
PARALYZED
 37-yr-old 
in his pleasant Palo Atto cottage. 
Sat. 
llpm-7am.
 Some time to 
study, 
510/hr.
 1650.568.1225. 
RETAIL 
sAuzs.  Randy, FT & Pt 
Openings,
 Educational 
Materials.  
Apply at 
LEARNING  RAINBOW, 
2839 
Meridian  Ave., SJ, or 
Fax 
resume to: 2657627. 
RECREATION 
LEADER
 - P/T. 
after-school recreation 
programs  
in Si area.
 
ME. 10-15 
hrs./wk.  
during the 
school year. $9.80 hr. 
starting.  Pick up 
applications 
9/12 9/30 at City 
Hall,
 801
 
N. 1st St.
 Rm. 207. 
Testing  
10/7  or 10/8. Great 
leadership, 
programming
 & problem 
solving
 
skills
 
preferred.  
SOCIAL SIDIVICX
 Greet Job - 
flex 
hours.
 Teach disabled
 adults 
independent
 living
 skills. $7.00-
$7.25, 
benefits  w/FT 
positions.  
Call 866-5001. 
 TEACHER 
 INSTRUCTOR
  
P/1Elementary Schools.
 
Cegree 
orOadential NOT
 Required 
Opportunity
 for Teachrg 
Experience. 
Need Car. 
roe 
N'et
 (408) 287-4170 
ext 408 
EOE/AAE
 
SPEEDSTERS
 CAFE 
P/T Salad / Sandwich 
servers 
gam-2pm, Mon.
 -Fri. Energetic
 & 
Friendly. Apply at 86 
South  first @ 
San 
Fernando.  
BARRY
 SWENSON BUILDER
 
is looking for 
a responsible, 
enthusiastic  
property
 derlopment
 
intern
 with strong 
clerical and 
communication 
skills. 12:30-5:30 
daily.  Reliable car 
required. 
Fax
 resume to 
998 1737 
or
 
call 2870246. 
SECURITY
 
Full and Part Time 
Positions  
Graves.
 Swings and 
Weekends  
Low key job 
sites 
Will  
train
 
Ahcom 
Private
 Security 
409447-4827 
CASHIERS  
NEEDED
 TO WORK
 at 
remodeled
 8, & Santa 
Clara  Charm. 
All shifts available.
 Full or part time 
own.
 Please call 
2953964  or 
wry  
n 
person. Ask for
 ()fella. 
UFEGUARDS/SWPA  
INSTRUCTCAS 
Palo
 Alto YMCA.
 Indoor 
Pool
 
Salary 
DOE + 
Certifications
 
Training is available 
Must 
be able 
to
 work 
weekends.  
Contact Josh 
at 650/856-9622.
 
COACH:
 Looking for
 Flag Football
 
Coach 
with good 
communication
 
skills & 
sports background.
 Need 
ed for 
fall season 
to help grades
 
5th 
8th. Mon.-Thur.
 practices 
from 3:15pm to 
about  
4:30pm.  
Cal Liz 
GaNan,  
Ath,  Dir. 945-9090. 
DIRECTORS,
 TEACHERS & 
AIDES 
Thinking  about 
a career 
working
 
with 
elementary 
age children? 
The 
YMCA of Santa
 Clara
 Valley
 is 
now 
hiring  for school
-age child 
care centers 
in San Jose. 
Cupertino, 
Santa 
Clara, Los 
Gatos  & 
Milpitas.
 
Full & 
part-time
 positions 
available,  
hours 
flexible
 around 
school.
 Fun 
staff 
teams, great
 experience
 
in 
working with elementary age 
children, 
career  advancement 
and
 
good 
training  
opportunities.  
Teachers  require 
minimum  6 units 
in ECE, 
Recreation,
 Psychology,
 
Sociology  andrz 
Physical 
Education.  
Please call Mary 
Hoshiko  at 408-
291-8894
 for 
more
 information
 
and locations. 
ATTN: STUDENTS! 
CLUCK 
U CHICKEN 
Now 
hiring for school
 year. 
Flexible 
hours- 10.20 a week.
 
Call 241
-Cluck. 
COURIER
 FOR REAL 
ESTATE CO. 
Ideal 
for  student! 
PT w/ flex 
hrs,  
M -F. Call 
408534-2112  
INSIDE SALES 
REPRESENTATIVES
 
Full -Time, 
Mon -Fri 
8:00am-4:30pm
 
Founded in 
1925.  George S. 
May
 International is 
a leading 
management  
consulting  fimi. 
Our  
business is 
booming,  and we need 
motivated 
team -players to 
help 
schedule
 appointments
 with small
 
to medium 
sized companies
 
throughout
 the Western US. 
We'll 
provide
 you 
with  
fully 
paid
 
training,
 competitive 
compensation  
($7-00  
per  
hour
 
4. 
commissions,  
with an 
earnings  
potential of 
$30K+!), a complete
 
benefits 
package, flexible
 work 
schedule.
 & a fun team 
oriented  
work
 environment. 
This is a 
perfect 
opportunity  for 
anyone 
considering a 
change from the 
retail 
or restaurant grind
 (No 
nights
 & weekends!). 
Anyone
 who 
likes
 people is 
encouraged  to 
apply! 
To arrange 
an interview, 
please
 call Steven
 Sanchez at 
(800) 
955-0200  ext. 
220,  or 
send/fax resume 
to: GSM, 991 
W. liedang St. San 
Jose, CA 95126. 
Fax:
 (408)244-6415.
 EOE/AA. 
GEORGE S. MAY 
INTERNATIONAL  CO. 
NEED A 
JOB  OR FINANCIAL IUD? 
Willing to 
work  part-time, run-
time
 or 
flexible
 hours 
according
 
to your schedule. 
plus make great 
money? For work experience. 
great money, plus some
 fun. 
don't  wait, call now: 
Kristi  
995-5905.
 
SECURITY  - ACUFACTS, INC. 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
Great for Students. 
F/T or P/T. 
All  shifts. 
Top Pay
 
with
 Many 
Benefits!
 
Cal or apply in parson,
 NAT Sun 71. 
408-286-5880,565
 D Medal he. 
Between Sat Cala 
Paienoa. 
tetwe the Cad at 
Paty Store. SJ. 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 
Earn to $25.00/hr
 salary + tips 
Students needed
 n the immediate 
area. Fun-time/part-time  openings. 
Call today 1-415-968-9933. 
International  Bartenders School. 
P/T TUTORS/INTERNS 
NEEDED 
to prepare Santa Clara
 County 
middle/high school students
 
for 
college. Teach
 (AVID) Advancement 
Via 
Individual  Determination 
methods;  
daytime,
 4-16 hrs/wk; 
56-58/hr.  Attend 
Recruitment Fair 
on 9/30/97. 4-7pm
 at Santa 
Clara County Office of Education, 
1290
 
Ridder  Park Drive, 
San 
Jose. Phone 453-6658 for map. 
BEHAVIORAL THERAPIST
 to work 
6-9 hours 
weekly in Los Gatos 
based
 behavioral 
intervention  
program.
 Background in 
Special
 
Ed, 
Psychology. Speech,
 or 
0.1.  
desired. Experience
 preferred. 
510;00 to 
515:00
 per hour. 
Call  
Kevin 
1-415-827-9310  or 
Shari  
408.294-2712.  
COME TO WHERE THE
 BREAD is 
baked! Le 
Boulanger,  family owned 
bakery/cafe seeks 
friendly, 
outgoing
 individuals to join 
our 
team as Bussers,
 Sales Clerks. 
Supervisors,  and Assistant 
Man-
agers 
55-512  
hourly,  no 
experi-
ence necessary. 18 
locations  
including 
Downtown San Jose. 
Apply at any location or 305 
N.
 
Mathilda,
 Sunnyvale. 94086.
 Call: 
408-774-9000 orFac 
408523-98111
 
VALET PARKING 
- P/T nights & 
weekends
 for special 
events  in 
Los
 Gatos and Saratoga
 area. 
Polite,
 well 
groomed
 & professional 
attitude only. 19 years+.
 
$6-58 
per  hour + tips. Call Mike at 
1800-825-3871. 
TEACHERS 
high quality, licensed 
drop-in
 childcare 
centers for 2-12 
year olds. 
 Rex PT/FT 
positions
 
 Days, Eve, 
Weekends  
 Min 
6 ECE 
required  
 Team environment
 

 Benefits
 
available 
Call Corp 
Office
 260-7929. 
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 
K-8  school 
seeks 
responsible  
individuals  for 
extended  daycare. 
P/T in the 
afternoon.
 No ECE units are 
required. Previous experience 
with 
children  preferred. Please contact 
Cathy at 244-1968 x16. 
SMALL 
WORLD  SCHOOLS 
is 
hiring FT & PT 
teachers
 and 
aides 
for their school age day 
care 
programs  in the San Jose 
area. AM 
and PM hours available. 
Get 
great 
experience 
working  
with children! 
Units  in Psych, Soc, 
ECE, Rec or ED 
required. 
Call  
406379-3200 
ext 21. 
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS  
Elem. 
school -age 
recreation  
program, P/T from 2-6em, M F 
during the school
 year. Some P/T 
morning positions available from 
approx. 
lam -ham.
 F/T 
during
 
summer 
camp. XInt salary,
 no 
ECE req. 
Los Gatos -Saratoga 
Recreation. Call Janet at 354-8700
 
x223. (Not available
 school year? 
Call 
for  
summer
 employment: 
lifeguards
 & camp
 leaders). 
OVUM DONORS NEEDED 
Women ages 21-29. 
healthy,  
responsible.  all nationalities
 
Gwe the gift 
of
 life! 
$3.000 stipend & expenses paid. 
Sorts fa Chnese &Japsrese drat. 
PLEASE CALL WWFC 
900314-9996 
JOBS AVAILABLE 
Tune. FT/PT 
Work as 
receptionist,
 
Admin. Assist, Ship/Rec 
South Bay locations. 
Flexible Pay starts 
$9
 & up 
Certified Person's/
 749-1570. 
$1500 
WEEKLY
 potential mating 
cur circulars.  No Expenenoe Req. Free 
rformationpaceet Ca 4107838272. 
BOUND
 & 
GAGGED
 
by 
Dana 
Summers  
  alga
 
Alas. PAAA
 SarAces. 
Inc 
Akrts 
ResevAd
 
LOST & 
FOUND 
LOST BLACK 
FRANKLIN
 
PLANNER
 
from 
Computer Lab in 
BC 
300  on 
Tue. 9/22. $50 
resat, No questions 
asked. 
Please call James Nguen
 
at 436-8767 or page 9836511. 
EQWW11
 
FACULTY/STAFF - STUDIO
 418 
S. 3rd. Rucker
 Hse. New 
kit,
 bath. 
Quiet. Charming. No pets,
 Parking. 
One adult. Drug free. 
5700/mo.
 
Avail Oct. 1. Appt 
only. 298-0748 
2 BORK APARNAENT
  $900/ MO. 
* Security
 type 
building  
 
Secure 
Parking  
 Close In 
 
Modern
 Building 
 Laundry 
Room 
Village
 Apts. 576 S. 5th 
St.  
(408)
 
295-6893.  
SHARED
 
HOUSING
 
NICE, CLEAN 
ROOM. New carpet. 
New bathroom.
 On -site laundry. 
No cooking facilities.
 Non-smoker. 
5385/mo.  + $250 
deposit. All 
utilities  
paid.
 507 N. 3rd 
St. Tel,  
286-8178.
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
HAD AN 
ACCIDENT?  Need a paint 
job or body work 
done on your car, 
Al CAMPBELL 
COLLISION CENTER, 
we can 
help
 
you.
 Call 
us
 at 
(408)
 
379-4144.  Ask for SJSU Student 
DISCOunt 
(war
 
15 
100 ELM 
sr.?  1 
ALEX TREBECKS 
axiz6
 
PHONE:
 
924-3277  
FAX: 
924-3282
 
AUTOS FOR 
SALE 
BLAZER 4X4 
'85 CHEVY S10. 
White. 
Automatic. Pwr 
win/locks. 
$2500./o.b
 o. Call 
227-1145.
 
1990 BLACK
 ACURA 
INTEGRA
 LS 
One
 Owner. Perfect 
Condition.
 
5 
speed,  137k. 
AC,
 AM/FM Cass.
 
$6500.
 
Evenings
 
40133533470.  
SERVICES
 
WRITING HELP.
 Fast
 
professional
 
editing,  rewriting, 
ghostwriting.
 
Essays, letters,
 
application  
statements.  
proposals,  
reports,
 
etc.
 For 
more info, please 
call
 
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554. 
VISA/MasterCard.
 FAX E-IAall 
WRITING
 ASSISTANCE most 
subject. Why
 suffer and get 
poor
 
grades when
 help is available? 
Harvard MA/UCB
 Ph.D. (former 
college teacher)
 can help you 
with research
 & writing. Fast, 
friendly, 
caring,
 
confidential.
 
Convenient
 Peninsula location.
 
Dissertation/
 thesis specialist.
 
Samples & 
references available.
 
Chinese & other 
languages  
spoken.
 Foreigners
 welcome!
 For 
free tips, tools 
and  ideas 
on 
how 
to 
improve
 your 
writing,  
visit our
 
user-friendly  weosite 
at 
http://www.aci-plus.com
 
Regular
 e-mail: acinetcom.corn 
Or 
write:  
Daniel,
 POB 4489. FC 
CA 
94404 
(ask for free color brochue).
 
THEGNOSTIC 
ORDER  OFCHRIST 
Bible 
Study, Lecture & 
Services 
Book Cafe & 
Reiki  Center 
3483-95 
So. Basco 
STUDDIT 
DENTAL PLAN I 
Sundays
 6:00pm 
Only $57.00 per year. 
(408)978-8034 
Save 3096- 60% 
on 
your  dental needs. 
For no call 1-800-655-3225. 
INSTRUCTION
 
HEALTH & 
BEAUTY
 
MEN & 
WOMEN 
PERMANENT  HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop 
shaving,
 waxing, tweezing 
or using chemicals. Let us perma-
nently remove your
 unwanted hair. 
Back- Chest  
Lip- Bikini  
Chin
  
Tummy etc. Students & 
faculty  
receive 15% discount. First appt. 
1/2 price 
it 
made before 12/31/97.
 
Hart Today Gone
 Tomorrow. 621 E. 
Campbell
 Ave. #17. Campbell.
 
(408) 379-3500. 
EECTROLYSIS CURE. 
Unwanted
 hair removed forever. 
Specialist.  
Confidential.
 
Your ow,
 probe or disposable. 
335 S. Bayerood 
Ave. San Jose 
247-7489. 
LOSE UP TO 
30 LBS IN 30 DAYS 
100% Natural.
 100% Guaranteed. 
Hear what a Doctor has to say! Free 
Samples!  C..* 
800436-5617.
 24 hr 
OPPORTUNITIES 
BUSINESS
 OPPORTUNITY Meetings
 
Sept. 27.28
 & Oct 4.5. Santa Clara. 
Info: 408-379.2917. ask fa Jennie. 
GET PAID BIG $$$ 
through 
your 
mailbox!
 Easy 
to do. 
Even  
for 
Teens! Do it now! Free info send 
SASE 
to HBB Press, 1105 Audry 
Ave. Campbell, CA 95008 
http/Awnv2.netcom.coml-pskim
 
hbb.h!ml.  
OWN A COMPUTER? 
Then out
 
it to work! 
$85053500+ 
PT/F7 
Free 
Details.
 
VAVW .hbn.c om access code 
5047
 
EXCELLENT PAY Processing Mail, 
$1
 Per 
envelope
 stuffed! 
Details 24 hrs. 1407245-7393 
PROFESSIONAL 
GUITARIST
 now 
accepting 
students
 who wish to 
excel
 
in
 playing guitar 
or bass.
 
All  
levels  welcome:
 
Beginning,
 
Intermediate or Advanced.
 
Learn  
any 
style: Jazz. Blues,
 
Rock. 
Fusion.
 Funk, Reggae. or 
Folk. 
Call
 Bill at 
408-298
 
6124
 
POLONSKY
 PIANO 
SCHOOL
 
30 Years 
Teaching  
Experience
 
Dr. 
Viktor  and Anna 
Polonsky 
 Russian
 Trained Concert
 
Pianists
 
 Professors
 of Piano 
 
National  Teachers
 
Guild
 
Assn.  
 National Suzuki 
Assn. 
Individual Piano Lessons 
Starting $20/111. 
Call 
408241-6662  in 
Santa  Clara 
fa your FIRST FREE 
lesson-  irterve,v. 
TRAVEL -TEACH ENGLISH:
 
5 
day/40
 hr. 
Oct 22 
TESOL  
Cert. Course.
 FREE packet
 
Toil
 free:
 1-898-270 2941 
Certain advertisements
 In 
theme columns may refer the 
reader to specific
 telephone
 
numbers or addr   for
 
additional 
Information.  
Classified readers
 should be 
reminded
 that. when maidng 
these helm 
contacts,  they 
should
 require complete 
Information before sending 
money 
foe goods or SefV$C011. 
In addition, readers should 
carefully 
investigate all fkrris 
offering employment listings 
orcoupons 
for discount 
vocations or 
merchand  I se. 
DAILY  CLASSIFIED - 
LOCAL RATES FOR
 NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277 
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including 
letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between 
words.  
UULICLILICIDUZIDUDLILICICILILILILICIIJUJUJLIJLI
 
LIDJUULLICILILLILILL:ILILIULIJCIUUCILIJLICILICIJ
 
Ad 
Rates:  3
-line 
minimum  
Pee.Please
 check I 
One
 
Two 
Day 
Days 
3 knes 
$5 
$7 
4  lines 58 
$e
 
Slices 
$7 
$9 
6 lines
 
$1
 
$10 
$1 
for  each 
additional
 line 
Three 
Days 
$9 
$10 
$11 
512 
Four 
Days 
$11 
$12 
$13 
$14 
After  the 
fifth
 day, rate 
increases
 by St per
 dew 
First line 
(25  
spaces)
 set in bold 
for no extra  charge
 
Up to 5 
additional
 words 
available in bold 
for  
$3
 each 
SEMESTER 
RATES 
3-9 lines: $70  
10-14  
lines 
$90 
15-19 lines $110 
Five 
Address 
Days  
$13  
num  
$14 
$15 
$16 
Send 
check  or money 
order b: 
Spartan Daily Classifieds 
San
 Jose State 
University  
San 
icea
 CA 95192-0149 
II 
Classified
 desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209 
III Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before 
publicabon  
 
Al ads are prepaid IN No 
refunds on 
cancelled
 ads 
 Rates for 
consecutive publications dates 
only 
 QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277
 
one desalt 'cation: 
Campus Clubs' 
Greek
 Messages' 
Events' 
Amouncemenle  
Lod arid Found** 
Volukeers'  
For
 Sob' 
Autos  
For
 Sale' 
Computers Etc  
Wanted' 
Employment
 
Opporturalies 
Rental Hwang 
Stared
 Housing' 
Real Estate 
Services' 
Heellh(Beauty 
SportsTrvills*
 
insurance  
Enierlingnenr 
Travel  
Tulonrsg' 
Word Plocessing 
Scholarships 
 
Special
 
student
 rates available
 for these
 classifications.  
$5.00  for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed  in person 
in 
0BH209,
 between 10am 
and 2pm. 
Student
 ID 
required.  
 Lost 
& 
Found  
ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days. as a 
service  to the campus community. 
GREEK 
PHI GAMMA 
DELTA would like
 to 
welcome 
their  new 
members:  
Richard, Matt, Andy. Juan. 
Bob.  be. 
Stuart. Ed.
 Jason. Angus 
& David. 
WORDPROCESSING
  
EXPERT WORD 
PROCESSORS.  
Science & 
English 
papers/theses
 
our 
specialty.  
Laser
 
printing.  
APA. 
Turabian
 and other
 
formats.
 
Resumes, editing,
 graphics 
and  other 
services
 available 
on 
either 
WordPerfect  or 
Word.  
Masterson's
 Word Processing.
 
Cal Paul 
or Virginia 
408.251-0449.  
DO 
YOU HATE TO 
TYPE??  
OR NOT 
HAVE
 
TIME TO TYPE?? 
Term 
papers,  thesis, resumes. 
group projects,etc.
 I have a 
typewriter 
to complete your
 
applications fa nod/law 
school. etc. 
Will transcribe
 your taped 
interviews
 or 
research  notes. 
Fax Machine. Notary Public. 
Call ANNA 
at 972.4992. 
PROITSSIONAL  Word 
Processing 
Theses,
 
term
 papers,  group 
projects. resumes.
 All formats. 
including  APA. WP 5.1/HP Laser 
Printer. Experienced, 
dependable,  
quick 
return.  
Almaden/Branham
 
area.Cali Linda
 at 14081 
264-4504.
 
Please leave 
message. All calls
 
returned  
promptly.
 
*AFFORDABLE&
 EXPERIENCED* 
Graduate 
Studies,  Thesis,
 Tern 
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,  
Resunes
 All Formats,
 
Specializing
 
in 
APA. Spelling/Grammar/
 
Punctuation/ Editing. 
24+yrsEs  
WP 5.1/HP Law. 
PAM'S  
PROFESSIONAL WORD 
PROCESSING. 
247-2681.
 
Bam-8prr.
 
WORD  
PROCESSING
 SERVICES
 
Professiinai
 
typing for your 
term
 
papers. reports. *nes. etc. 
8 years 
experience  
Fast- Accurate
 
Reliable
 
WP. MS 
Word. other
 
appiicatons
 
s Business Services 
-106. 
or 40132645156
 
in. ner 
CAMPUS
 CLUBS
 
SKI WHISTLER Canada
 $499. 
January 11th 16th.
 SJSU Sid & 
Snowbosrd  
Club.  
Includes
 flight, 
bus. 
4 day lift ticket. 5 
night  
stay
 in 
full kitchen condos
 in WHISTLER 
Village. & unlimited
 fun. For your 
(Ticket call
 Mark 408/292-0955 
or 
ufs12282@email.sisu.edu  . 
TUTORING
 
IN-HOME COMPUTER TUTORING 
upgrade.
 
Consulting,  Install,
 DOS. 
Windows, 
Win  95. Win NT, Office, 
Word. Internet,
 Netscape, Int Eirp. 
Game
 on our Computers 
or
 Surf 
the Web @ PLACE TO PLAY" at 
832 Malone
 in Willow 
Gen.
 Open 
gam-9pm, 7 days a week. Call 
Roy:
 292-3167. Pager 538.5071.  
ENGUSH 
TUTOR & EDITING 
Experienced
 with the 
needs  
of 
Foreign Students. 
Credentialed
 Teacher & M.A.
 
Call Jessica (408)978-8034. 
TUTORIAL  CENTER 
Math: 
Algebra- Geometry 
Statistics
  Trig Calculus 
Physics: 
Mechanics- Electnc 
Computer: 
WridowsMsuar 
Basic-  C 
English:  ESL 
TOEFL
 
Spanish:
 Hablar  Leer  
Escribir  
Call:  Mike 408,298-7576 
Email:
 mvera18288@aol.corn
 . 
INSURANCE 
AUTO INSURANCE 
Campus Insurance Service 
Special 
Student  Programs
 
Serving 
SJSU  for 20 years 
"Great Rates for Good Dryers" 
"Good 
Rates
 for
 
Non -Good Drivers" 
SPECIAL 
DISCOUNTS 
"Good 
Student"  "Family  
Mult,car"
 
CALL TODAY
 296-5270 
FREE QUOTE 
NO HASSLE 
NO OBLIGATION
 
Aiso 
open
 
Saturdays 
9-2. 
Daily  
osswo  
ACROSS  
1 Turkish 
official
 
6 Li'l 
Abner  s 
creator
 
10 Nasty 
14 Run - 
of get in 
trouble with 
15 
Margarine
 
16 - Fitzgerald 
17 
Warble  
18
 Guide 
19 
Hotel 
worker  
20 
Tall
 flower
 
22 
Therefore  
23 
Old  
name
 for 
Thailand 
24 Like 
Kate
 Moss 
26
 Not 
strict  
29 
Pen  points 
31 
Singer
 
Garfunkel
 
32 
Belonging  to 
us
 
33 
Hold  
tight
 
34
 Throngs
 
18 
Actor Pitt 
40 
Sigh (il 
satisfaction
 
42 Drive away 
(birds)
 
43 
Proverb  
16 One of the tides 
49 
Psyche  parts 
50 Norma - 
51 Wise one 
52 
Animal
 park 
53 8 p m for
 some 
children  
57 
Swerve 
59 Be of use 
60 
Mechanic  s 
device  
65 
Bargain event 
66 
Ripened  
67 
Something  to 
tickle' 
68 
- of 
March  
69 Apple s 
skin 
70 
Good  
iudgment  
71 For 
fear that 
72 
Whirlpool
 
73 
Pay the 
dinner  
bill
 
PREVIOUS 
PUZZLE
 SOLVED 
000M 
MOHO  
OOMO 
MOM 
MOO 
MOO 
MOM
 
MUUMUU
 
UMOM 
UUMMMOU
 
OMM  
1300 
°UMW! 
MMM000
 
MUM 
MEW 
RIGIMMMOM
 
0012000
 
MMUUM  
OMM 
OMO
 
MMIZIO0012
 
DRUMM
 
MODEM
 
MOB 
=UM  
MOM@ 
UOMM 
011100 
OGIMMUOU  
MOO 
MUMOM  
MOM
 
MOM@ 
MMMMO 
MOEN 
MUM] 
00000 
MOO 
DOWN  
Hurricarie
 s 
track
 
2 
Bushy  
hairdo  
3 
1 
ii,umni 
4 
Ships  
bottoms
 
5 
Forming  a pact 
6 
Venezuela
 s 
neighbor
 
7 Actor 
Guinness 
Mountain,
 
features
 
9 Seed
 
container
 
10 
Kree5ake5
 
I I 
I 
arge 
ariteope
 
12 Writer 
Walker
 
13 Consumer 
advocate 
Ralph  
- 
21 
Head  
covering  
22 F 
raii s 
husband 
25 Fond du - 
26 
Some
 tennis
 
shots 
27 Atmosphere 
28 
Medical 
ph )to 
hi 
Reaches 
across 
35 Gee 
36 
Extinct 
bird  
37 
Fair
 to 
middling  
39 
Filthiest
 
41 Ardently
 
44 Hit the 
-arm
 
the head
 
45 
Ruby  e g 
47 
Water  in 
Malaga  
48 
Keep  trying 
53 
Actor 
Rathbone
 
S4 
Dodge  
adroitly  
55 
Valleys 
56 
Urged  ion) 
58 Not at 
any time
 
61 Actress 
Donna - 
62 
Going.  
going 
63 
-- Minor
 
constellation 
64 
No
 tor Yeltsin 
66 
Gorilla  
or 
chimp 
MIME.
 
MIME
 
NENE
 
MEM=
 MOM
 ME= 
NUMMI  
UM=
 UM 
INIMMEMOMM
 dEMEM 
MIMI
 MIMI=
 
ddd MEM
 MEM 
MEdUNU  MMEddill 
MEM 
MOM  AM 
MEMMild MOM 
NIMM MOM 
MEM 
addlIMIld 
MEd 
dUUUU 
diNIMMEddil 
MOM MO MOM 
SIM MOM
 din= 
OM= du= MOM 
Offenders:
 
Megan's
 
Law informs 
residents
 
Continued
 from page 1 
unknown objects 
and  for rape 
through
 force or fear.
 He was 
released 
and is not on parole.
 
The specific
 details of Chlwez's
 
arrests
 were unknown as 
of 
press time. 
According
 to the flier
 distrib-
uted to local residents,
 Chavez 
was known to 
sexually assault 
victims  in the 
homes  he bur-
glarized. Ile 
was  also 
known
 for 
he  intoxicated
 women 
at local 
bars. Chavez 
would 
prey  on 
intoxicated
 women,
 
take
 them 
home
 and 
sexually  
assault 
them,  
according
 to the 
flier 
The  
campus
 area 
attracts  
sexual 
offenders  
because
 of its 
affordable
 housing, 
Carillo
 said. 
For many
 offenders who
 are on 
fixed  
incomes
 or just 
coming 
out of 
incarceration,  he said 
moving
 into 
low-income  
hous-
ing is important. 
Mounts 
said, "(They are 
interested  in) 
finding
 a resi-
dence that 
they
 can afford and 
there
 is a lot of 
affordable  hous-
ing near
 San Jose 
State."  
Sex offenders 
have  to regis-
ter 
with the State 
Department 
of 
Justice,  through 
a local 
enforcement
 agency, every 
year  
or after 
any  change of 
resi-
dence.  The offender is 
responsi-
ble for
 registering and he or 
she 
has
 five days after 
his or her 
birthday 
to re -register. If the 
offender fails 
to do  so, Mounts 
said the county's
 sexual 
assaults team 
will  take over. 
The team 
checks  to see 
whether
 the offender 
registered  
with the State 
Department of 
Defense and 
if
 he or she fails to 
do so, he or she 
would  be arrest-
ed and 
charged with
 either mis-
demeanor or felony 
charges, 
depending 
on the 
original 
crime. 
"Santa 
Clara  Valley is very 
proactive and they'll collie after 
you," Mounts said. 
University Police Sgt. John 
Hernandez said the UPD is 
notified when high risk sex 
offenders move near the cam-
pus through the State 
Department of Justice's Sexual 
Habitual Offenders 
Program.
 
To keep safe, Hernandez said 
the UPD encourages female 
students to walk in groups. 
Staying in the light and giving 
someone an 
evening
 agenda 
could help deter potential 
crimes, he said. 
UPD offers an escort pro-
gram Monday through 
Thursday. 
The program is set 
up through police aides and 
officers, Hernandez said. 
Students can 
take  advantage of 
the service 
by
 calling UPD from 
the blue light
 phones or pay 
phones on campus. He said the 
phones can be used
 for emer-
gencies and 
information.
 
Eighteen
-year
-old 
Myra
 
Masangcay
 lives
 in the
 
Spartan
 
Village.
 
Masangcay
 said 
she is 
scared 
to 
walk
 alone
 on cam-
pus -
"It
 makes 
me feel 
uneasy 
and 
unsafe  to 
walk  
around
 
campus,"  
she said.
 
Masangcay
 said 
she  used 
to
 
walk
 alone 
at night
 by 
herself,  
but she
 said she 
won't 
anymore.  
Instead, 
she  plans 
to have 
someone
 walk her
 after 
leaving  
anywhere.  
Computer  
engineering
 stu-
dent  Paul 
Gonzalez  said 
he isn't 
worried about
 the two 
offend-
ers. Gonzalez
 said, because
 of 
his 
gender,  he doesn't 
think he 
is in any 
immediate  danger. 
Having
 a girlfriend 
helps him 
to 
empathize  with 
women's 
fears, he 
said.  With 
offenders  
being in 
such close proximity,
 
Gonzalez  said 
the
 campus is 
"like
 a free-for-all." 
Retraction:
 Reporter 
'unclear
 in account 
Continued from 
page
 1 
for a student 
newspaper.  I guess 
small city 
cops give you 
information and big 
city
 cops 
push yon to Ow ground."
 
Although 
Fitzhugh  retracted her 
state-
ment 
the day after the 
incident,  the 
Spartan Daily was 
not informed until 
Tuesday 
"I was convincNI at the time that he had 
pushed me," Fitzhugh said Wednesday.
 "I 
was so mad the day it happened, but I was 
not as sure after I had 
calmed  down." 
Fitzhugh said that the day 
following  the 
incident
 she was confused as to "whether it 
was hint or me (who caused her to end up 
on the ground C 
Suspect: 
Continued from page 1 
rogation with police, Phu Le 
I mplicated 
himself.  ()ther evi-
dence was founding that linked 
him to 
the murder, 
but 
("arillo
 
wouldn't go into detail, and also 
refiised  to answer whether wit-
IWStif'ti 
were  available. 
"(There
 
Isi 
evidence riot 
"It could have just been my own fault," 
Fitzhugh said 
Wednesday. 
Fitzhugh, who withdrew from the 
Spartan Daily Wednesday, also said there 
was another factor in her decision to 
retract her complaint. 
"The next day, I felt guilty," Fitzhugh 
said. "I started thinking about this being 
on his record forever and it affecting his 
promotions." 
However, despite having retracted her 
complaint on Aug. 29  the same day the 
Spartan Daily ran a story chronicling her 
filed complaint  she continued on Aug. 30 
to tell her story of being pushed by 
Hewitt. 
Fitzhugh, who still asserts that 
she had 
a mark on her 
shoulder
 following the inci-
dent, said Wednesday she is now "unsure" 
exactly how she got the mark and ended up 
on 
the 
ground.
 
Hewitt, who would not be back on shift 
until Saturday, could not be reached for 
comment  by press time. However, in a let-
ter received by 
the Spartan Daily on Sept. 
8, he is more sure
 of what happened. 
"Miss 
Fitzhugh  lied when reporting her 
dealings with me to the
 Spartan Daily and 
when 
filing  a complaint. It is time
 that 
Miss Fitzhugh he 
honest with herself, the 
Spartan  Daily, its readers
 and me by 
telling the truth and 
explain why she chose 
such an ugly 
alternative
 to honest, respon-
sible reporting," 
Hewitt  wrote. " I simply 
did not 
assault  Miss Fitzhugh." 
Student
 
implicated
 
statements," he said. "I can't 
disclose information 
because
 I 
want him to have a fair and 
impartial proceeding." 
If found guilty in the murder 
III
 his 
brother,
 Phu Le could 
face 25 -years -to -life in prison. 
Police are seeking public 
assistance in solving the case. 
Police encourage anyone in the 
area between
 5 and 8 p.m. to 
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With  
Prepaid
 
Cellular  from
 GTE 
Wireless,
 you 
get a 
simple,  
clear way
 to 
stay
 in 
touch,  
and you
 don't 
have 
to
 worry 
about 
overspending
 
your 
budget.  
When 
you  run 
low on 
airtime,
 
you  can 
simply
 buy 
more. 
There's
 no 
annual  
contract,
 no 
credit 
check 
to sweat
 out,
 no 
deposit  
and 
no
 
monthly
 
bills  to 
pay.
 
So bring
 in 
your  
cellular  
phone 
to 
your
 
nearest
 
GTE  
Wireless  
store,
 or 
select  
kiosks,  
including
 Kinko's,
 
Macy's  or 
Walmart.
 Or 
take  
advantage
 of our
 affordable
 
prices  
on
 new 
cellular
 
phones.
 
Call  
1-800-483-0414
 
for GTE
 
Wireless
 
PrePaid  
airtime 
today.
 
divulge any information 
regarding the 
murder.
 
Any information about the 
murder  can 
be forwarded to 
SJPD
 homicide 
Sergeants  
Ernest 
Carter or Armando 
Realyvazquez at 1408 
277-
5283. Anonymous 
phone  calls 
can be made to 
Crime Stoppers 
at 
(408)  947 -STOP. 
We
 Need 
You  
In October, the
 Spartan Daily
 
will be 
running  a 
series
 or sto-
ries on domestic 
violence. Share 
your 
thoughts on 
this
 issue. 
Bring a letter or 
less  than 100 
words into the 
Spartan Daily 
Office 
located  in DBH 209 or 
email 
us
 at 
S 
DA
 II ,V 
jmc.sisti.edu.  
voLui
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no 
to 
contracts
 
no
 
yes
 
to 
monthly
 
bills
 
to
 
affordable
 
WIRELESS
 
NOKIA."
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800-483-0414
 
